
THE CITY OF SAN DIEGO 

REPORT TO THE PLANNING COMMISSION 

DATE ISSUED: -- February 18,2016 REPORT NO. PC-16-016-

ATTENTION: 

SUBJECT : 

OWNER/ 
APPLICANT: 

SUMMARY 

Planning Commission, Agenda of February 25, 2016 

JACKIE ROBINSON YMCA; PROJECT NO. 402960; 
PROCESS 4 

YMCA of San Diego C ounty, a California Nonprofit Corporation 

Issue: Should the Planning Commission approve the demolition of the existing YMCA 
and the construction of a new Jackie Robinson YMCA recreational facility located at 151 
YMCA Way within the Mountain View neighborhood of the Southeastern San Diego 
Community Planning area and the Central Imperial2 Redevelopment Project area? 

Staff Recommendation: 

1. APPROVE Addendum No. 402960 to Environmental Impact Report No. 
106715/SCH No. 2005031065/199001027, and ADOPT the Mitigation Monitoring 
and Reporting Program; 

2. -APPROVE Conditional Use Petmit No. 1412702, 

3. APPROVE Planned Development Permit No. 1412703, and 

4. APPROVE Site Development Permit No. 1412704. 

Community Planning Group Recommendation: On January 11,2016, the 
Southeastern San Diego Planning Group voted 8-0-0 to recommend approval of the 
project with no conditions (Attachment 16). 

Civic San Diego Recommendation: The project site is located within the Central 
Imperial2 Redevelopment Project area. Civic San Diego provides comments on projects 
within this redevelopment area. Civic San Diego determined that the proposed project 
meets the goals of the Central Imperial Redevelopment Plan and it implements their 
Imperial A venue Corridor Master Plan. Civic San Diego is in support of the revitalization 
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of this community facility, which will provide expanded recreational opportunities to 
improve the health and wellness of the members of the Southeastern San Diego 
community. 

Environmental Review: Addendum No. 402960 to Environmental Impact Report (EIR) 
No. 106715/SCH No. 20050310651199001027 has been prepared for the project in 
accordance with California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) guidelines. Based upon a 
review of the current project, it has been determined that there are no new significant 
environmental impacts not considered in the previous EIR, no substantial changes have 
occurred with respect to the circumstances under which the project is undertaken, and 
there is no new information of substantial importance to the project. 

Fiscal Impact Statement: None with this action. All costs associated with the 
processing of this project are paid from a deposit account maintained by the applicant. 

Code Enforcement Impact: None with this action. 

Housing Impact Statement: The site contains a total of 8.4 acres and is located at 151 
YMCA Way. Approximately 6.19 acres ofthe site are within the City of San Diego 
jurisdiction and the remaining 2.21 acres of the site, located on the western side of 
YMCA Way, are located within the County of San Diego. The Southeastern San Diego 
Community Plan designates the 6.19 acre site as Institutional use and specifically 
identifies the subject property as a YMCA facility, and the remaining 2.21 acre of the site 
are designated as Residential use at 15-30 dwelling units per acre (dulac). The site is 
located in the MF-2000 zone of the Southeastern San Diego Planned District and 
development on the site is regulated by Conditional Use Permit (CUP) No. 89-0874 and 
Southeastern San Diego (SESD) Development Permit No. 98-0692. 

The project proposes the demolition of the existing Jackie Robinson YMCA and the 
construction of a new Jackie Robinson YMCA recreational facility on the 8.4 acre site. 
The proposed development on the 2.21 acre portion of the site is concurrently being 
processed through the County of San Diego as an accessory use to the YMCA. A 
Housing Trust Fund (HTF) impact fee as a non-residential development is required for 
this project and is due at the time of building permit issuance. In addition, a Development 
Impact Fee (DIF) is required at building permit issuance based on increased square 
footage over what currently exists on the site. 

BACKGROUND 

The project site is located at 151 YMCA Way (Attachment 1), north of Imperial Avenue 
(Attachment 2), in the MF-2000 zone of the Southeastern San Diego Planned District 
(Attachment 3) within the Southeastern San Diego Community Plan (Attachment 4), and the 
Central Imperial2 Redevelopment Project area. The community plan designates the 
approximately 6.19 acres of the site as Institutional use and specifically identifies the subject 
property as a YMCA facility, and the remaining 2.21 acres of the site are designated as 
Residential use at 15-30 dulac. 
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The site contains a total of 8.4 acres, of which approximately 6.19 acres of the site is within the 
City of San Diego's jurisdiction and remaining 2.21 acres of the site is located within the County 
of San Diego (Attachment 5). The City/County boundary line runs down the center of the public 
right-of-way along YMCA Way. A portion of the right-of-way south ofChollas Creek from the 
entrance ofthe YMCA to Imperial Avenue is improved; however, the remaining portions of the 
ROW north of the entrance of the YMCA have been left unimproved. 

On March 29, 1961, CUP No. 3865 was approved by the Planning Commission for the original 
YMCA development on the site (Attachment 6). On August 2, 1967, the Planning Commission 
approved an amendment to CUP No. 3865 to construct a bathhouse, swimming pool and wading 
pool, and on September 16, 1970, a second amendment was approved for the construction of a 
multi-purpose room (Attachment 7). On April4, 1991, CUP No. 89-0874, an amendment of 
CUP No. 3865, was granted by the Planning Commission to construct outdoor recreational 
amenities to the existing YMCA (Attachment 8). On September 2, 1998, the Hearing Officer 
granted Southeastern San Diego (SESD) Development Permit No. 98-0692 to change the use of 
a portion of the existing YMCA facility into classrooms for the San Diego Unified School 
District to be used for the education of primary, elementary, junior and senior high school 
students (Attachment 9). 

The topography of the site is relatively flat and slopes gently upward from 68 feet above mean 
sea level (AMSL) in the southwestern comer to 102 feet AMSL in the northeastern comer of the 
site. The channelized south branch of Chollas Creek occurs along the northern edge of the site 
and parallel to the western boundary of the site, between Interstate 805 to the northeast and 
Imperial A venue to the southwest. An elevated berm, with concrete facing, lines the southern 
and eastern bank of the creek between the creek bed and the YMCA site. Due to the site's 
location relative to Chollas Creek, the site contains Environmentally Sensitive Lands (ESL) in 
the form of sensitive vegetation (wetlands) and a 100 year floodway. The Federal Emergency 
Management Agency's (FEMA's) Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM) identifies the 100 year 
flood way within the Chollas Creek area, and the remaining portions of the site are located within 
the 500 year floodplain (Attachment 10). The site is not located within or adjacent to the City's 
Multiple Planning Habitat Area (MHP A). 

Adjacent land uses to the south ofthe project site include residential, commercial, and a church; 
land uses to the west include the channelized south branch of Chollas Creek and the Greenwood 
Memorial Park and Mortuary; and land uses to the north and east include the concrete-lined 
channel of Chollas Creek, disturbed and developed land, and Interstate 805. 

DISCUSSION 

Project Description: 

The project proposes the demolition of the existing YMCA and the construction of a new Jackie 
Robinson YMCA recreational facility, which includes new sports courts and fields, parking and 
other accessory uses, and a total of 60,550 square feet of new building area on the 8.4 acre site. 
The proposed development on the 2.21 acre portion of the site is concurrently being processed 
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through the County of San Diego as an accessory use to the YMCA. The project will achieve a 
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) Silver certification, in conformance 
with the criteria of the Affordable/In-Fill Housing and Sustainable Buildings Expedite Program. 

The proposed facility will be constructed in two phases. Phase 1 will demolish the existing 
recreational building, gymnasium, miscellaneous sheds, and two swimming pools to allow for 
the construction of a 44,030 square foot two-story, multi-use recreational building. Phase 2 will 
demolish the miscellaneous structures serving the recreational fields and construct the following: 
a 12,604 square foot pool enclosure; a 1,809 square foot pool equipment building; a 1,280 square 
foot two-story concessions building; a 424 square foot gym storage building; a 201 square foot 
field storage building; and a 201 square foot pool storage building. Phase 2 would also include 
construction of new outdoor ball fields, a new outdoor soccer arena and a new outdoor splash 
pad, in the same location as the current facilities. The completed facility would provide a 
gymnasium, fitness center, exercise rooms, locker rooms, play care facilities, teen center, inter
generational area, staff offices, kitchen, and meeting space. The following table provides a 
comparison ofthe proposed project to the existing YMCA facility onsite: 

Use 
Existing Proposed Change 
Square Feet (Square Feet) (Square Feet) 

Building 28,737 44,030 +15,293 
Pool I pool enclosure 2,986 12,604 +9,618 
Pool equipment 

1,809 +1 ,809 
building 
Two-story 

1,280 +1 ,280 
concessions building 
Gym storage 

424 +424 
building 
Field storage 

201 +201 
building 
Pool storage 

202 +202 
building 
Total 31,723 60,550 +28,845 

The proposed facility will provide a total of 222 onsite parking spaces, which includes 11 
accessible spaces, 6 motorcycle spaces, 16 bicycle spaces (racks), and 2lockable bicycle 
enclosures. The project site will be landscaped with a variety of street trees, ornamental shrubs, 
traditional shrubs, vines, groundcover, artificial turf and a native plant garden. A fenced and 
landscaped public trail will be constructed parallel to the southern/eastern bank of Chollas Creek, 
to connect with the planned regional trail system envisioned in the Chollas Creek Enhancement 
Program (CCEP). The vehicular area will utilize photovoltaic (solar) panels located within the 
parking areas, which would deliver power to the new facilities in addition to providing shade to 
the parking lot area. The structures will also provide nighttime lighting, to assist in parking lot 
security. 

The proposed facility does not include any modifications and/or impacts to the existing elevated 
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berm along Chollas Creek, which buffers the main portion of the site from the ESL. In addition, 
the proposed structures and improvements on site are located outside of the floodway and 
include the required buffer distances from the ESL. The proposed development will not preclude 
the future implementation of the CCEP. 

Development ofthe proposed project requires a Process Three Site Development Permit (SDP) 
for development within the Southeastern San Diego Planned District in accordance with San 
Diego Municipal Code (SDMC) 1519.0202(a), to amend SESD Development Permit No. 98-
0692, and for development on a site that contains ESL; a Process Four CUP to amend CUP No. 
89-0874 for privately operated recreational facility over 40,000 square feet in size in accordance 
with SDMC 126.0113(c); and a Process Four Planned Development Permit (PDP) for deviations 
from the applicable development regulation. Because the project qualifies as a sustainable 
building project, the land use approvals have been processed through the Affordable/In-Fill 
Housing and Sustainable Buildings Expedite Program. 

Project-Related Issues: 

Deviations- the project includes a request for deviations to the development regulations for 
exterior refuse and recyclable materials storage, fences, offsetting planes, and signage. The 
following are the code sections and justification for the deviations: 

1. Exterior Refuse and Recyclable Materials Storage: A deviation to SDMC Table 142-08C 
to allow for 196 square feet of exterior refuse and recyclable materials storage enclosures, 
where the regulations require 288 square feet of enclosure area. 

Justification: The YMCA has evaluated the current and future needs for the facility, and 
determined that the proposed 196 square foot enclosure would exceed their needs. During 
occupancy, approximately 76 percent of the total solid waste generated annually would 
be diverted from landfills with the implementation of their Solid Waste Management 
Plan. The City's Environmental Services Department concurs with their plan. The 
deviation is necessary for space efficiency. If the YMCA was required to increase the 
enclosure by an additional 144 square feet to meet the development regulations, it would 
require a reduction in parking, building area, or outdoor recreational areas. 

2. Fence Regulations: A deviation to SDMC 1519.0401 to allow chain link fencing at the 
perimeter of sports fields and steel mesh fencing at other specific locations where the 
regulations requires wrought iron/wood/masonry fencing. 

Justification: The project proposes to maintain the existing chain link fencing around the 
baseball fields, along the freeway frontage and along the south property line. Vinyl
coated metal fences are proposed along the western perimeter and around the basketball 
court. The existing chain link fencing around the baseball fields is typically associated 
with and appropriate for such use, however, vinyl-coated metal fences will also be used if 
the existing fences along the south property line and around the baseball field are 
replaced. The vinyl-coated metal fences meet the intent of the regulations by providing a 
high-quality material and finish. In addition, most of these fences will be screened from 
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public view because of location, topography and/or new or proposed landscape. 

3. Offsetting Planes: A deviation to SDMC 1519.0303(d)(1) to allow for a portion of the 
building planes along each elevation to be less than 20 percent and more than 50 percent, 
where the regulations require three vertical or horizontal separate planes on each 
elevation with each separate building plane distinguished by an average horizontal or 
vertical difference of four feet measured perpendicular to the subject plane. 

Justification: The deviation is necessary for space efficiency and the unique constraints 
generated by the various recreational activities within the building. The proposed 
building has incorporated various offsetting planes, building materials, architectural 
projections and design elements, color patterns/areas along the facades to meet the 
purpose and intent of the regulations to break up the visual lines of the facades and to 
decrease perceived bulk and scale. 

4. Sign Regulations within a Multi-Family Residential Zone: A deviation to SDMC 
142.1270 to allow the size and location of signage as shown on the Exhibit "A," where 
regulations allow minimal size and type of signs within the MF-2000 Zone. 

Justification: The site is located within a multi-family residential zone, which allows 
signs typically associated with residential development. The deviation is necessary to 
identify the facility within the community and to provide directional signage to the 
building users. The proposed wall signs are shown on the elevations with the maximum 
proposed dimensions, and the site plan includes various directional and ground signs 
throughout the facility and at the Imperial A venue entrance. 

Each of the requested deviations has been reviewed as they relate to the proposed design of the 
project, the property configuration, and the surrounding development. The deviations have been 
determined appropriate and will result in a more desirable project that efficiently utilizes the site 
and achieves the revitalization of the existing YMCA facility, while meeting the purpose and 
intent of the development regulations. 

General Plan/Community Plan Analysis: 

The proposed project is in conformance with the goals of the Southeastern Community Plan and 
the City of San Diego General Plan. The project proposes the demolition ofthe existing Jackie 
Robinson YMCA and the construction of a new Jackie Robinson YMCA recreational facility on 
the 8.4 acre site located in the Mountain View neighborhood ofthe Southeastern Community 
Planning area. The Southeastern San Diego Community Plan designates the 6.19-acre portion of 
the site located within the City of San Diego jurisdiction as an Institutional use and indicates that 
the subject property is a YMCA facility. The remaining 2.21-acre portion of the site located 
within the County of San Diego jurisdiction is designated as Residential use at 15-30 dwelling 
units per acre (dulac). 

The community plan describes the Jackie Robinson YMCA as a community institution, and 
provides policies that support enhancing existing recreational facilities and encourage working 
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with the YMCA to maximize availability and programming of the facility in the community. The 
completed facility would provide a multi-use recreational facility in the community which 
includes a gymnasium, fitness center, exercise rooms, locker rooms, play care facilities, teen 
center, inter-generational area, staff offices, kitchen, and meeting space. In addition, the YMCA 
will implement the Recreation Element policies of the Southeastern Community Plan by 
providing a broad range of learning and recreational programming including aquatic facilities. 

The project will achieve a Leadership in LEED Silver certification, helping to implement 
Southeastern Community Plan policies that encourage the development of new infill buildings 
that take into account green building practices and sustainability and General Plan Conservation 
Element policies that address sustainable development. 

Environmental: 

The Final Central Imperial Redevelopment Plan (CIRP) Environmental Impact Report (FEIR) 
was certified by the City of San Diego in July 1992 (EIR SCH 9001 0217). There have been five 
amendments to the CIRP over the years. On April 28, 2009, FEIR (SCH 2005031065/ 
199001027) for the Fifth Amendment to the CIRP was certified pursuant to Resolution No. R-
304857. The project site is addressed in the FEIR as a portion of Redevelopment Activity No. 
10, the Imperial Avenue Corridor Master Plan. A complete description of the CIRP and the 
environmental analysis can be found in the FEIR. 

Based upon review of the current project, none of the situations described in Sections 15162 and 
15164 ofthe State CEQA Guidelines applied. No changes in circumstances have occurred, and 
no new information of substantial importance has manifested, which would result in new 
significant or substantially increased adverse impacts as a result of the proposed project. 
Therefore, Addendum No. 402960 to EIR No. 106715/SCH No. 2005031065/199001027 was 
prepared in accordance with Section 15164 ofthe CEQA State Guidelines. No public review of 
this Addendum is required per CEQ A. 

Conclusion: 

With the approval of the requested deviations, the proposed project meets all applicable 
regulations and policy documents, and staff finds the project consistent with the recommended 
land use, design guidelines, and development standards in effect for this site per the adopted 
SESD Community Plan, SDMC, and the General Plan. In addition, the project will contain 
sustainable building design measures and will achieve a LEED Silver certification, which will 
materially assist in reducing impacts associated with energy use. Furthermore, the revitalization 
of this community facility will provide expanded recreational opportunities for the SESD 
community. 

ALTERNATIVES 

1. APPROVE Addendum No. 402960 to Environmental Impact Report No. 106715/SCH 
No. 2005031065/199001027 and ADOPT the Mitigation, Monitoring, and Reporting 
Program; and APPROVE Conditional Use Permit No. 1412702, Planned Development 
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Permit No. 1412703, and Site Development Permit No. 1412704, with modifications. 

2. DENY Addendum No. 402960 to Environmental Impact Report No. 1 06715/SCH No. 
2005031065/199001027 and DO NOT ADOPT the Mitigation, Monitoring, and 
Reporting Program; and DENY Conditional Use Permit No. 1412702, Planned 
Development Permit No. 1412703, and Site Development Permit No. 1412704, ifthe 
findings required to approve the project cannot be affirmed. 

Respectfully submitted, 

\ ·»-
Mike Westlake 
Assistant Deputy Director 
Development Services Department 

WESTLAKE/JAP 

Attachments: 

1. Location Map 
2. Aerial Photographs 
3. Zone Map 
4. Community Plan Land Use Map 
5. Municipal Boundary Map 
6. CUP No. 3865 
7. Amendments to CUP No. 3865 
8. CUP No. 89-0874 
9. SESD No. 98-0692 
10. Portion of FIRM No. 06073C1903F 
11 . Project Data Sheet 

eterson 
"'""""""~pment Project Manager 

elopment Services Department 

12. Draft CUP/PDP/SDP Resolution with Findings 
13. Draft CUP/PDP/SDP Permit with Conditions 
14. Draft Environmental Resolution 
15. Project Plans 
16. Community Planning Group Recommendation 
17. Ownership Disclosure Statement 

Internal Order No. 24005467 
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· ATTACHMENT 6 

C<l·IDITIOHAL ~ PERHIT - CASE NO. ~ 

WTffiREAS, C~Lditional Use Permit a~ication No. 19878 has been con
sidered by the Planning Conmission of t.."le City of San Diego, California, and 
the Planning Commission has conducted a public hearing on .this reque!>t of 
GREENlvOOD YOUTH CElfflt'll HEADQUARTERS FOR SOUl'HBAST Y .11.C.A., owner, to opera·b3 
a Y .H.c.A. Youth Center Headquarl~rs irlth incidental facilities and uses 
thereto, in a .moved in, rernod~lled building, on 45th street near Imperial 
Avenue, being- a portion of the west half of LJt 44, Horton's Pu.rchass, ac..:lord
ing to the legal description on file in the .Plannbg Department, in ·the 
interim R-2 zone; and 

\VFIEREAS, The Plan.'l'ti..-.g Co~ssioh has made the following Findings of 
Faot in relr:.·don thereto: 

1. That the proposed use at the particular loca-tion is neo3ssary or 
desirable to provide a service or faciLity ~i1ich will contribute to the general 
well-being of the neighbonhood or the .,onnru.nity because the use awroved herein 
>rill provide a badly needed servi.ce to the young people of the neighborhood and 
c ommunity. 

2. ~~at such use under the circumstances o£ the par~icula= casP. ~rill 
not oo detrimant.u to health, safety or general \'~elf are of p2rsons residinq 
or trorking in the vicinity, or injurious to propart-.1 o:r L-uprovements in th~ 
v i~inity because the conditions imposed her~in -vtill minim.he interference 1·1ith 
persons residing or working in the vici.1.ity and eliminate the possil:>ility of 
injury to property or i-;nprove.rngnts in the area. 

3. That the proposed use 1dll comply lrith the requlations a.'1d con
ditions spea ifirad in the !·i . .mbipal Code for such use b:sca'.lSe tlie condi.1:5.ons 
imposeC. herein insure compliance. 

4:. Th.at the granting of t..J,.is conditional use •·rill not adversely affect 
the Haster Pla.'"l of the City or the adopted pla.'l of any c;overninental agency because 
t.l-te proposed use lies in an area in 'Nhich no ~o:rnrm.J .... ''ti ty plan has been a,Jopted. 

lrCM, THEREFORE, BB IT RESOLVED By the City Pla."1uim COiill'lbdon of 
Sa.L Diego, California, that permission is hereby granted to GREENt>lOOD YU..rrri 
CENTER EEl\DQUARTERS· FOR SOOTHEAST Y .M~C .A., ol<mer, to operate a Y .H.C .A. Yo'..lth 
Center Headc;uarters, as stated, a.t the above location, under the following 
conditions : 

1. That prior to the isauar.ca of cmy building p3rmits~ complete 
building plans shall be submitted to the Planning Director for 
approval; said plans shall be in substantial confonni ty td th 
Exhibit RJ!." on file in the office of the Planning Department; the 
property shall be developed in accordance vtith the approved building 
plans except where regulations of this a.'1d other govenunental 
agencies require d~viation t.~erefrom; 

2. That prior to the issuance of any building permits, a complete 
landscaping plan, including a perman<mt 1.zaterL'1g system, shall be 
5Wbmitted to the Planning Director for approval; said plans sr~l 



ATTACHMENT 6 

C. U.P. Ho. 3865 

be in substantial conformity with Exhibit "A'' on file in ·f:.lte 
Planning Department; and approved pla."1ting shall be installed 
not later than three (2) years after occupancy. 

3. That not lat.;r than three (3) years after oocupa.Tlcy" offatreat 
parki...'"lg shall be provided on the subject prop.-erty in a ratio of 
not lo~s ,than one parking space for each 35 sq-uare feet of seating 
a!'~a, or 52i spac.:os total. T~irty-one of thest~ shall be pYovided 
i..."l the looations shown on . r:.r.hibit "'A". T-~renty-one shall b3 
provided on any pa-ved play area; said play area to be connected 
to the driVC?.t-1ay sy~tem shovm on Exhibit t1J!i.11 , vnth a drive;,.Jay 
having a min:L.-m.tm. widtl: of 16 feet; said parking spaces (except 
those located on a play area) shall be not less than 180 square feet 
Lt. area, a..."ld eaoh parking ~r..ace shall be :rr.arkeu and provided -vrlth 
substantia~ uheel stops; a.-,.d all drh··:=:ways and parking areas shall 
be s1lr.fac!ed Hit.h not less t:'\an 2" A. C., or :l:t:s equi:;alent; 

4:. That not l ater them three ( 3) years after occupancy the en tire 
perimeter. of -'che subject p:rc:t:orty, except at poi.rti:s of entry and 
exit , s!:-tllll be fenced uith a substantial chain lir~ hmc not 
less than sh (6) fe~t ia height, except insice the setback area 
l..;here a three-foot hi..:rh chuin link: fence sh<ill h3 installed unless 
a vnri~e to exceed this height is obtained fr~~ the Zoning 
Adtai.""!istratcr; 

5. That any flood ligh·cbg employed on the subject proper-b./ shall be 
directed away from adj,,ining properties at all time::;; 

S. That not l•J.b~r t~tan th:-Go (3) yea:::-s aEter occupa:r..cy the applicant 
shall dedicate fQr street ?~~oses 10 ·~ld 20-foot strips e~ong the 
•.rest sidn of th~ subject pro~rt~' as sho<,.m on Bxhi.bit '1A"; 

7. 'l'hat no btpro·.reill9nts or construction of a permanent nature shall ba 
!'laced t-rii:hL."t tho area hatched in red on B.>:...ltibit "A" except thC3 
fencinrJ r~f~rrcd to in condition 4 above: 

8" T:<at construction and op,.~ration of th~ proposed use shall at a,ll 
tL.rn.es comply with the regulations and .!"equ.iremen+.s of ·th.is and 
other goi.'"0I11.i1~ntal agencies. 

That permission granted by this Condi t~.onal use Penni t shaH becotne 
effective and fL~al en the eleventh day after it is filed on tho office of the 
City Clerk, unless a trritten appeal is filed -...rithin ten (10) days after such 
filing L~ the offico of the Ci~J Clerk. 
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A IT ACHMENT 6 

C .U.P. NO. 3865 

Any conditional use ~nnit, or extension of time, granted by the 
City shall be null and void, and shall be revoked automatically six ( 6) 
months after its effective date, unless tha use and/or construction p~rmitted 
is commenced before said tilLtt: expires, in accordcmce with M.micipa.l- Code · 
Section 101.0506. 

DATED: March 29, 1961 

City o£
1 
S n Diego, C~if ·_a//~. 

c~·ty lanning Commission / 

1 /.l A{~~. ; l '/(_ ., ~~~ i7'x 
By \<-f t:l_ i f!V f f! ( / / '1-1 ~ 

Ross von 11etzke 
Head,Rezoning Section . 

( I 

FIL!m Ia '~HB OFFICE Of' CITY ClERK 
Right of ii:ppeal t;A-pires 10 days after 

ra.boVr:l date. 
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FILE NO.: 

DATE 

TO 

FROM 

SUBJECT: 

C.U.P. 3865, Amendment 

August 2, 1967 

City Planning Commission 

City Planning Department 

CITY of SAN DIEGO 

MEMORANDUM 

Conditional Use Permit 3865, Amendment 

ATTACHMENT 7 

The Planning Department has received an application from the Southeast 

Branch of Y.M.C,A. to construct a bathhouse, swimming pool and wading pool 

on their property located on 45th Street north of Imperial Avenue . 

This Y.M.C,A . was approved under Conditional Use Permit 3865 in 1961. 

The proposed addition, the Department believes, would be in substantial 

conformance with the intended use of the property and the Department therefore 

recommends approval of the request to construct swimming pools and bathhouse. 

It is recommended that the accompanying resolution which would substitute 

Revised Exhibit A dated August 2, 1967, be approved. 

JRQ:rb 

FORM AM-160 ( 12.62) 



CITY of SAN DIEGO ATTACHMENT 7 

MEMORANDUM 

FILE NO.: CUP 3865/Am 

DATE September 16, 1970 

ro City Planning Commission 

FROM City Planning Department 

SUBJECT: CUP 3865 - Plot ·plan ·Amendment for Southeast Branch YMCA, Por. Lot 44, Horton Is 
Purchase (S.E.Y.M.C.A.) 

This matter concerns a request to amend the plot plan of Conditional Use Permit 

3865 which authorized the construction and operation of the Southeast B~anch of 

the YMCA located on the east side of 45th Street rorth of Imperial Avenue in the 

R-2 zone. The Planning Commission previously approved the Conditional Use Permit 

in March, 1961 for a youth center building and i n August of 1967 approved an 

amendment to the Conditional Use Permit to permit the construction of a bathhouse, 

swimming pool and wading pool. The YMCA is now requesting permission to construct 

a multipurpose room between the existing administration building and bathhouse as 

shown on Exhibit 11A11
• 

The Planning Department does not believe that the proposed addition of the 

multipurpose room would adversely affect the surrounding community and would, in 

fact, provide an additional facility for the community. The Department further 

believes that the proposed structure is similar to the existing development and 

would not require a pub! ic hearing on this matter. 

The Planning Department therefore recommends approval of the plot plan amend-

ment and would substitute the amendment Exhibit 11A11 dated September 16, 1970 as 

the approved plot plan. 

. /f.~A ~J. R. Quivey, S~~Planner 
JRA:FK:smg;mh 

FO RM CD - 160 
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USE PERMIT AMENDMENT NO. 89-0874 
PLANNING COMMISSION 

This Conditional Use Permit Amendment is granted by the Planning 
Commission of the City of San Diego to YMCA OF SAN DIEGO COUNTY, a 
Corporation, Owner/Permittee, pursuant to Section 101.0510 of the 
Municipal Code of the City of San Diego. 

1. Permission is granted to Owner/Permittee to construct outdoor 
recreational amenities to the existing YMCA, located at 151 South 
45th Street, described as a portion of the west half of Lot 44 of 
the Horton's Purchase subdivision, Map No. 283, in the 
MF-2000 Zone. 

2 . The facility shall consist of the following: 

a . A 28,737-square-foot recreation structure containing 
administrative offices , a multipurpose room , a 
gymnasium, teen center, exercise room and locker room ; 

b . Outdoor recreational facilities consisting of a baseball 
fields , wading pool, swimming pool, tennis courts with 
lights, basketball court, and barbeque picnic area; 

c. Parking lot improvements, perimeter improvements to 
include fencing and landscaping, and pool repairs . 

d. Off-street parking; and 

e. Accessory uses as may be determined incidental and 
approved by the Planning Commission. 

3. No fewer than 117 off-street parking spaces shall be 
maintained on the property in the approximate location shown on 
Exhibit "A," dated April 4, 1991, on file in the office of the 
Planning Department. Parking spaces shall be consistent with 
Division 8 of the Zoning Regulations of the Municipal Code and 
shall be permanently maintained and not converted for any other 
use. Parking spaces and aisles shall conform to Planning 
Department standards. Parking areas shall be marked at all times. 
Landscaping located in any parking area shall be permanently 
maintained and not converted for any other use. 

4. No permit for construction of any facility shall be granted 
nor shall any activity authorized by this permit be conducted on 
the premises until: 

a. The Permittee signs and returns the permit to the 
Planning Department; 

b. The Conditional Use Permit is recorded in the office of 
t h e County Recorder. 



RESO ·NO. VJ~4-PC / RESO 0"14-PC 

ATTACHMENTS 
......__, 

5. Before issuance of any building permits, complete grading 
and building plans shall be submitted to the Planning Director for 
approval. Plans shall be in substantial conformity to 
Exhibit "A," dated April 4, 1991, on file in the office of the 
Planning Department. No change, modifications or alterations 
shall be made unless appropriate applications, findings of 
substantial conformance or amendment of this permit shall have 
been granted. 

6. A complete landscape and irrigation plan shall be submitted 
with a building permit issuance for outdoor improvements. The 
landscape and irrigation plan shall conform to City of San Diego 
Landscape Ordinance. This plan shall be reviewed by the Southeast 
Development Committee. 

7. All outdoor lighting shall be so shaded and adjusted that the 
light is directed to fall only on the same premises as light 
sources are located. 

8. This Conditional Use Permit must be used within 36 months 
after the date of City approval or the permit shall be void. An 
Extension of Time may be granted as set forth in 
Section 101.0510.k. of the Municipal code. Any extension of time 
shall be subject to all standards and criteria in effect at the 
time of extension is applied for. 

9. Construction and operation of the approved use shall comply 
at all times with the regulations of this or any other 
governmental agencies. 

10. After establishment of the project, the property shall not be 
used for any other purposes unless: 

a. Authorized by the Planning Commission; or 

b. The proposed use meets every requirement of the zone 
existing for the property at the time of conversion; or 

c. The permit has been revoked by the City. 

11. This Conditional Use Permit may be revoked by the City if 
there is a material breach or default in any of the conditions of 
this permit. 

12. This Conditional Use Permit is a covenant running with the 
subject property and shall be binding upon the Permittee and any 
successor or successors, and the interests of any successor shall 
be subject to each and every condition set out in this permit and 
all referenced documents. 

QR\GiNA.L 
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ATTACHMENTS 

13. Minimum finished floor area of the gymnasium addition shall 
be at 70 feet above mean sea level, or the proposed building shall 
be floodproofed satisfactory to the City Engineer (CUP 3865/AM). 

14. The applicant shall sign a 1911 Act Covenant for any future 
assessment project for the improvement of 45th Street 
(CUP 3865/AM}. 

15. Any proposed new or additional fencing shall be in compliance 
with the Southeast Planned District Ordinance. This fencing plan 
shall be reviewed by the southeast Development Committee. 

16. The applicant shall have dedicated for street purposes 
10- and 20-foot strips along the west side of the subject property 
as shown in Exhibit "A," dated March 29, 1961 (CUP 3865) . 

17. In the event that any condition of this Permit, on a legal 
challenge by the Owner/Permittee of this Permit, is found or held 
by court of competent jurisdiction to be invalid, unenforceable or 
unreasonable, this Permit shall be void. 

Passed and adopted by the Planning Commission on April 4, 1991. 
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ATTACHMENT 8 

PLANNING COMMISSION RESOLUTION NO. 0794-PC 
GRANTING CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT NO. 89-0874 
AMENDMENT TO CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT NO. 3865 

WHEREAS, on April 4, 1991, the YMCA OF SAN DIEGO COUNTY, a 
Corporation, Owner/Permittee, filed an application to amend a 
Conditional Use Permit to construct an outdoor recreational 
amenities at 151 South 45th Street, described as a portion of the 
west half of Lot 44 of the Horton's Purchase subdivision, Map 
No. 283, in the MF-2000 Zone; and 

WHEREAS, on April 4, 1991, the Planning Commission of the City of 
san Diego considered an amendment to Conditional Use Permit 
No. 3865, pursuant to Section 101.0510 of the Municipal Code of 
the City of San Diego; and NOW, THEREFORE, 

BE IT RESOLVED by the Planning Commission of the City of San Diego 
as follows: 

1. That the Planning Commission adopted the following written 
Findings, dated April 4, 1991: 

a . . The proposed use will fulfill an individual andjor 
community need and will not adversely affect the General 
Plan or the community plan. The Jackie Robinson YMCA and 
proposed additions provide a necessary and desirable 
service contributing to the general well being of the 
neighborhood and community. The Southeast San Diego 
Community Plan designates this property for institutional 
use. 

b. The proposed use, because of conditions that have been 
applied to it, will not be detrimental to the health, 
safety and general welfare of persons residing or working 
in the area and will not adversely affect other property 
in the vicinity. These additional outdoor recreational 
amenities to the existing YMCA will not be detrimental to 
persons residing or working in the area. 

c. The proposed use will comply with the relevant 
regulations in the Municipal Code. The use complies with 
the regulations specified in the Municipal Code for 
institutional uses in the MF-3000 Zone. The required 
Conditional Use Permit was granted in 1961 and 
subsequently amended as required in 1976 and 1989 and as 
now proposed. 

2. That said Findings are supported by maps and exhibits, all of 
which are herein incorporated by reference. 
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ATTACHMENT 8 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that, based on the Findings herein before 
adopted by the Planning Commission, Conditional Use Permit 
Amendment No. 89-0874 is hereby GRANTED to Owner/Permittee in the 
form and with the terms and conditions set forth in Conditional 
Use Permit No. 89-0874, a copy of which is attached hereto and 
made a part hereof. 

~tj¥{) 
Senior Planner 

Adopted on: April 4, 1991 

I 

l 
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PERMIT INTAKE 111 
__ MAIL-STA-TION-501 --=-:-SPAC~EABC .II 111111.1~ .... ,""7""'"''n 

SOUTHEASTERN SAN DIEGO DEVELOPMENT PERMIT No. 98-0692 
ALBA - SKYLINE 

HEARING OFFICER 

This Permit is granted by the Hearing Officer of the City of San Diego to, YMCA of San 
Diego County, Owner and to San Diego City Schools, Permittee pursuant to Secti_on 
103.1703 of the Municipal Code of the City of San Diego. The site .is located at 151 45th 
Street in the MF-2000 Zone of the Southeastern San Diego Community Plan. The 
project site is legally described as Lot 44 of Map 283. 

Subject to the terms and conditions set forth in this permit, permission is granted to . 
Owner and Permittee to change the use of a portion of an existing YMCA, constructed 
under CUP 89-0874, into classrooms for the San Diego Unified School District_ to be 
used for the education of primary, elementary, junior and senior high school ._sti.Jdents 
described as, and identified by size, dimension, quantity, type and location on the 
approved Exhibits "A", dated September 2, 1998 on file in the Office of Development 
Services. The facility shall include: 

a. An 950 square foot interior portion of an existing 28,737 square foot YMCA 
facility; and, 

b. Off-street parking facilities; and, 

c. Accessory improvements determined by the City Manager to be consistent 
with the land use and development standards in effect for this site per the 
adopted Community Plan, California Environmental Quality Act guidelines, 
public and private improvement requirements of the City Engineer, the 
underlying zor,~e(s), conditions of this permit, and any other applicable 
regulations of the Municipal Code in effect for this site. 

1. Construction, grading or demolition must commence and be pursued in a diligent 
manner within 36 months after the effective date of final approval by the City, following 
all appeals. Failure to utilize the permit within 36 months will automatically void the 
permit unless an Extension of Time has been granted. Any such Extension of Time 
must meet all the Municipal Code requirements and applicable guidelines in effect at 
the time the extension is considered by the appropriate decisionmaker. 

ORIGINAL 1 
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2. No permit for the construction, occupancy or operation of any facility or 
improvement described herein shall be granted, nor shall any activity authorized by this 
permit be conducted on the premises until: 

a. The Permittee signs and returns the Permit to Development Services; and 

b. The Permit is recorded in the office of the San Diego County Recorder. 

3. Unless this permit has been revoked by the City of San Diego the property 
included by reference within this permit shall be used only for the purposes and under 
the terms and conditions set forth in this permit unless otherwise authorized by the 
City Manager. 

4. This permit is a covenant running with the subject property and shall be binding 
upon the Permittee and any successor or successors, and the interests of any 
successor shall be subject to each and every condition set out in this permit and all 
referenced documents. 

5. The utilization and continued use of this permit shall be subject to the regulations 
of this and any other applicable governmental agencies. 

6. Issuance of this permit by the City of San Diego does not authorize the applicant 
for said permit to violate any Federal, State or City laws, ordinances, regulations or 
policies. 

7. The Owner/Permittee shall secure all necessary building permits. The applicant is 
informed that to secure these permits, substantial modifications to the building and/or 
site improvements to comply with applicable building, fire, mechanical and plumbing 
codes and State law requ iring access for disabled people may be required. 

8. Before issuance of any building or grading permits, complete grading and working 
drawings shall be submitted to the City Manager for approval. Plans shall be in 
substantial conformity to Exhibit "A," dated September 2, 1998, on file in the Office of 
Development Services. No change, modifications or alterations shall be made unless 
appropriate applications or amendment of this permit shall have been granted. 

9. All of the conditions contained in this Permit have been considered and have been 
determined to be necessary in order to make the findings required for this discretionary 
permit. It is the intent of the City that the holder of this Permit be required to comply 
with each and every condition in order to be afforded special rights which the holder of 
the Permit is obtaining as a result of this Permit. It is the intent of the City that the 
Owner of the property which is the subject of this Permit either utilize the property for 
any use allowed under the zoning and other restrictions which apply to the property or, 
in the alternative, that the Owner of the property be allowed the special and 
extraordinary rights conveyed by this Permit, but only if the Owner complies with all the 
conditions of the Permit. 

In the event that any condition of this Permit, on a legal challenge by the 
Owner/Permittee of this Permit, is found or held by a court of competent jurisdiction to 
be invalid, unenforceable or unreasonable, this Permit ·shall be void. However, in such 
an event, the Owner/Permittee shall have the right, by paying applicable processing 

·------, 

I ORIGINAL I 
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fees, to bring a request for a new Permit without the "invalid" conditions(s) back to the 
discretionary body which approved the Permit for a determination by that body as to 
whether all of the findings necessary for the issuance of the Permit can still be made in 
the absence of the "invalid" condition(s). Such hearing shall be a hearing de novo and 
the discretionary body shall have the absolute right to approve, disapprove or modify 
the proposed Permit and the condition(s) contained therein. 

PLANNING/DESIGN REQUIREMENTS: 

10. No student shall be permitted to park a motorized vehicle at the site. 

11 . No fewer than 117 off-street parking spaces shall be maintained on the property at 
all times in the approximate locations shown on the approved Exhibits "A," dated 
September 2, 1998, on file in the Office of Development Services. Parking spaces shall 
comply at all times with Division 8 of the Municipal Code and shall not be converted for 
any other use unless otherwise authorized by the City Manager. 

12. This permit shall be null and void upon loss of the lease that is in effect by San 
Diego Unified School District and shall not be transferable to any other party. 

13. There shall be compliance with the regulations of the underlying zone(s) unless a 
deviation or variance to a specific regulation(s) is approved or granted as condition of 
approval of this permit. Where there is a conflict between a condition (including 
exhibits) of this permit and a regulation of the underlying zone, the regulation shall 
prevail unless the condition provides for a deviation or variance from the regulations. 
Where a condition (including exhibits) of this permit establishes a provision which is 
more restrictive than the corresponding regulation of the underlying zone, then the 
condition shall prevail. 

14. Any future requested amendment to this permit shall be reviewed for compliance 
with the regulations of the underlying zone(s) which are in effect on the date of the 
submittal of the requested amendment. 

15. The subject property and associated common areas on site shall be maintained in 
a neat and orderly fashion at all times. 

16. All uses, except storage and loading, shall be conducted entirely within an 
enclosed building. Outdoor storage of merchandise, material and equipment is 
permitted in any required interior side or rear yard, provided the storage area is 
completely enclosed by walls, fences or a combination thereof. Walls or fences shall be 
solid and not less than six feet in height and, provided further, that no merchandise, 
material or equipment stored not higher than any adjacent wall. 

17. No merchandise, material or equipment shall be stored on the roof of any building. 

18. No mechanical equipment shall be erected, constructed, or enlarged on the roof of 
any building on this site, unless all such equipment is contained within a completely 
enclosed architecturally integrated structure. 

Page 3 of 6 SED 96-0692 
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19. Prior to the issuance of building permits, construction documents shall fully 
illustrate compliance with the Citywide Storage Standards for Trash and Recyclable 
Materials to the satisfaction f the City Manager. All exterior storage enclosures for 
trash and recyclable materials shall be located in a manner that is convenient and 
accessible to all occupants of and service providers to the project, in substantial 
conformance with the conceptual site plan marked "Exhibit A". 

APPROVED by the City Manager of the City of San Diego on September 2, 1998. 

~RIGINAL ] 
Page 4 of 6 SED 96-0692 
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 

Type/Number of Document: SED/CUP 98-0692 
Date of Approval : September 2, 1998. 

Peter R. Lynch Development Project Manager 

On oJtbex:2o, \405 before me, b\:\I\2Lf..\' f=. ~p.,~Q'{ _ (Notary Public), personally appeared Peter R. 
Lynch, Development Project Manager of Development Services of the City of San Diego, personally known 
to me to be the person~ whose name~) is/are subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to 
me that he/she/they executed the same in his/l=terftheir capacity(-ies), and that by his/her/their signature~ 
on the instrument the person~. or the entity upon behalf of whi.ch the person(s) acted, executed the 
instrument. . t e ,.... ""<'>...;; ' 

WITNESS ~ < . , Commission # 1069454 z 
~ •a Notary Public - California z 

Signature 1 · Son Diego County ~ (Seal) 

0 ; 0 : :o:m:x:::::::l 

ALL-PURPOSE CERTIFICATE 

OWNER(S~~ 
THE UNDE~NED OWNER(S) AND/OR PERMITTEE(S), BY EXECUTION THEREOF, AGREES TO 
EACH AND EVERY CONDITION OF THIS PERMIT AND PROMISES TO PERFORM EACH AND EVERY 
OBLIGATION OF PERMITTEE(S) THEREUNDER. 

Signed~~· (_ __ wJ~- Signed.-__________ _ 
Typed Name T~ ca 1 houn Typed Name 

Thomas J. Calhoun 
San Diego City Schools 

STATEOF Cz~." 
COUNTY OF ~j .Ll.t:p~ 
On I ·o 11 before me, Wolf'Gtd S. SIJo.;JCRASS (Name of Notar1 Public) personally 
appea ed _...::.-- s , · ~l'cJo.U , persoi· all known to me (or proved to 
~of satisfactory evideAGe) to be the personj.s1 whose name~ · are subscribed to the within 
instrument and acknowle~ed to me that~/s-fte/they executed the same in · 1her/their authorized 
capacity(Jes),and that by 1 /het/their signature{.s{ on the instrument the person~ or the entity upon behalf 
of which the perso~ aced, executed the instrument. 

(Seal) 

.--------------------, Page 5 of . 6 SED 96-0692 
! 
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THE UNDERSIGNED OWNER(S) AND/OR PERMITTEE(S), BY EXECUTION THEREOF, AGREES TO 
EACH AND EVERY CONDITION OF THIS PERMIT AND PROMISES TO PERFORM EACH AND EVERY 
OBLIGATION OF PERMITTEE(S) THEREUNDER. 

Signed RICHARD A. COLLATO 

Typed Name PRESIDENT /CEO YMCA 

Signed A£~d~ 
Typed Name ' 

STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

COUNTY OF ~S=AN~D:..::I=E..:::.cGO~-------

On 0~ ~, \'\'1 ~ before me, Q.o-.-o \ S \....p.,"\- '~ e.R (Name of Notary Public) personally 
appeared R \ c- n A r<... d-._ \=\ • Q,, '\ o.....'t o __ , personally known to me (-Gr proved to 
me an the basis at satisfactory evidence~ to be the person(.s} whose name...(.stlS/are subscribed to the within 
instrument and acknowledged to me that~&hefthey executed the same in~/her!the+r authorized 
capacity..(.ies},and that_ b_y~ir signa~ure(.sf'on the instrument the person(87,' or the entity upon behalf 
of which the person.{..s]"acted , executed the Instrument. 

WITNESS my hand and official seal. 

Signature ~J <f ~~ 
' 

I ORIGINAL l 
~---··----··---·---' 

(Seal) 
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ATTACHMENT 11 

PROJECT DATA SHEET 

PROJECT NAME: Jackie Robinson YMCA; Project No. 402960 
PROJECT DESCRIPTION: Demolition ofthe existing YMCA and the construction of a 

60,550 square foot new Jackie Robinson YMCA recreational 
facility on the 8.4 acre site 

COMMUNITY PLAN AREA: Southeastern San Diego 
DISCRETIONARY Conditional Use Permit, Planned Development Permit and a Site 
ACTIONS: Development Permit 
COMMUNITY PLAN LAND The 6.19 acre site is designated as an Institutional use and 
USE DESIGNATION: indicates that the subject property is a YMCA facility, and the 

remaining 2.21 acre ofthe site is designated as Residential use 
at 15-30 dulac. 
ZONING INFORMATION 

ZONE: MF-2000 Zone SESDPD 
HEIGHT LIMIT: 30 feet (limited to 2 stories) 

LOT SIZE: 6,000 square feet 
FLOOR AREA RATIO: 1.00 

LOT COVERAGE: 0.50 
FRONT SETBACK: 10 feet 

SIDE SETBACK: 5 feet 
STREETSIDE SETBACK: 8 feet 

REAR SETBACK: 15 feet with no alley 
PARKING: 217 required (providing 222) 

LAND USE EXISTING LAND USE 
ADJACENT PROPERTIES: DESIGNATION & 

ZONE 
NORTH: Residential, Chollas Creek, Disturbed and 

MF-2000 SESDPD developed land, and Interstate 805 

SOUTH: Residential, Commercial, Church, and 
MF-2000 SESDPD Residential 

EAST: Residential, Chollas Creek, Disturbed and 
MF-2000 SESDPD developed land, and Interstate 805 

WEST: Residential, Chollas Creek, and the Greenwood 
MF-2000 and SF-4000 Memorial Park and Mortuary 
SESDPD 

DEVIATIONS OR Deviations for exterior refuse and recyclable materials storage, 
VARIANCES REQUESTED: fences, offsetting planes, and signage 
COMMUNITY PLANNING On January 11, 2016, the Southeastern San Diego Planning 
GROUP Group voted 8-0-0 to recommend approval of the project with no 
RECOMMENDATION: conditions 



PLANNING COMMISSION 
RESOLUTION NO. -----

CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT NO. 1412702 
PLANNED DEVELOPMENT PERMIT NO. 1412703 

SITE DEVELOPMENT PERMIT NO. 1412704 

ATTACHMENT 12 

JACKIE ROBINSON YMCA -PROJECT NO. 402960 [MMRP] 
AMENDMENT TO CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT NO. 89-0874 AND 

SOUTHEASTERN SAN DIEGO DEVELOPMENT PERMIT NO. 98-0692 

WHEREAS, YMCA OF SAN DIEGO COUNTY, a California Nonprofit Corporation, Owner and 
Permittee, filed an application with the City of San Diego for demolition of the existing YMCA facility 
and the construction of a 60,550 square foot Jackie Robinson YMCA recreational facility (as described in 
and by reference to the approved Exhibits "A" and corresponding conditions of approval for the 
associated Permit No. 1412702, 1412703, and 1412704), on portions of a 8.4-acre site (approximately 
6.19 acres is within the City of San Diego and 2.21 acres is within the County of San Diego); 

WHEREAS, the project site is located at 151 YMCA Way, in the MF-2000 zone of the Southeastern San 
Diego Planned District (SESDPD) within the Southeastern San Diego Community planning area, the 
Central Imperial2 Redevelopment Project area, and Council District 4. In addition, the project site is 
located in the Airport Influence Area (AlA) Review Areas 1 and 2 for the San Diego International 
Airport (SDIA) as depicted in the adopted 2014 Airport Land Use Compatibility Plan (ALUCP); 

WHEREAS, the project site ( 6.19-acres) is legally described as: That portion of the West Half of Lot 44 
of a portion of the Ex-Mission Lands of San Diego (Commonly Known as Horton's Purchase), in the City 
Of San Diego, County of San Diego, State of California, According to Map thereof No. 283, filed in the 
Office ofthe County Recorder of San Diego County, March 9, 1878, described as follows: Commencing 
at the Southwest Corner of said Lot 44; thence along the Westerly line of said Lot 44, North 00°1 0' 00" 
West 230.00 Feet to the Southwest corner ofland described in Deed to Greenwood Memorial Park, Inc. , 
Recorded October 23 , 1967 as Instrument No.164569 of Official Records and being the true point of 
beginning; thence along the Southerly line of said Park's Land, being parallel with the Southerly line of 
said Lot 44, South 89° 08' 00" East 11.50 Feet to the Westerly Line of the Easterly 150.00 Feet of the 
West half of said Lot 44, being also a point on the Southerly prolongation of the Westerly line of that 
portion of California State Highway 11-Sd-805 (Interstate 805) as described in Deed to the State of 
California, Recorded July 20, 1972 as Instrument No. 187401 of Official Records; thence along said 
prolongation North 00° 49' 14" East 50.00 Feet to the Southwesterly corner of said portion of said State 
Highway Hereinabove referred to; thence along the Westerly and Southwesterly boundary of said 
portion of said State Of Highway as follows: North 00° 49' 14" East 24 7.67 Feet to an angle point therein 
and North 25° 13' 22" West 268.22 Feet to the Northerly line of said Park's Land; thence along the 
boundary of said land as follows: South 89° 03' 46" West (Record= South 89° 55' 00" West) 179.53 Feet 
to an angle point therein; and South 67° 00' 00" West 244.00 Feet to the Westerly line of said Lot 44; 
thence along said Westerly line South 00° 10' 00" East 71.11 Feet to the true point ofbeginning; 

WHEREAS, on February 25, 2016, the Planning Commission of the City of San Diego considered 
Conditional Use Permit No. 1412702, Planned Development Permit No. 1412703, and Site Development 
Permit No. 1412704, amendment to Conditional Use Permit No. 89-0874 and Southeastern San Diego 
Development Permit No. 98-0692, pursuant to the Land Development Code of the City of San Diego; 
NOW, THEREFORE 
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BE IT RESOLVED by the Planning Commission ofthe City of San Diego as follows: 

That the Planning Commission adopts the following written Findings, dated February 25, 2016. 

FINDINGS: 

I. Conditional Use Permit- Section §126.0305 

1. The proposed development will not adversely affect the applicable land use plan; 

The project site is located at 151 YMCA Way in the MF-2000 zone of the Southeastern San 
Diego Planned District (SESDPD) within the Southeastern San Diego Community Plan area 
(SESDCP), and the Central Imperial 2 Redevelopment Project (CIRP) area. The site contains a 
total of 8.4 acres, of which approximately 6.19 acres are within the City of San Diego and 
2.21acres are within the County of San Diego. The SESDCP designates the 6.19 acre site as 
Institutional use and specifically identifies the subject property as a YMCA facility, and the 
remaining 2.21 acre of the site are designated as Residential use at 15-30 dwelling units per acre 
(dulac). The site is regulated by Conditional Use Permit (CUP) No. 89-0874 and Southeastern 
San Diego (SESD) Development Permit No. 98-0692. 

The project proposes the demolition of the existing YMCA facility and the construction of a 
60,550 square foot Jackie Robinson YMCA recreational facility. The proposed development on 
the 2.21 acre portion of the site is concurrently being processed through the County of San Diego 
as an accessory use to the YMCA. The project will achieve a Leadership in Energy and 
Environmental Design (LEED) Silver certification, in conformance with the criteria of the 
Affordable/In-Fill Housing and Sustainable Buildings Expedite Program. 

The proposed facility will be constructed in two phases. Phase 1 will demolish the existing 
recreational building, gymnasium, miscellaneous sheds, and two swimming pools to allow for the 
construction of a 44,030 square foot two-story, multi-use recreational building. Phase 2 will 
demolish the miscellaneous structures serving the recreational fields and construct the following: 
a 12,604 square foot pool enclosure; a 1 ,809 square foot pool equipment building; a 1 ,280 square 
foot two-story concessions building; a 424 square foot gym storage building; a 201 square foot 
field storage building; and a 201 square foot pool storage building. Phase 2 would also include 
construction of new outdoor ball fields, a new outdoor soccer arena and a new outdoor splash 
pad, in the same location as the current facilities. The completed facility would provide a 
gymnasium, fitness center, exercise rooms, locker rooms, play care facilities, teen center, inter
generational area, staff offices, kitchen, and meeting space. 

A YMCA recreational facility has been on the site since 1961 and the community plan identifies 
the subject property as a YMCA facility. The community plan describes the Jackie Robinson 
YMCA as a community institution, and provides policies that support enhancing existing 
recreational facilities and encourage working with the YMCA to maximize availability and 
programming of the facility in the community. In addition, the YMCA will implement the 
Recreation Element policies of the Southeastern Community Plan by providing a broad range of 
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learning and recreational programming including aquatic facilities Therefore, the proposed 
development will not adversely affect the applicable land use plan. 

2. The proposed development will not be detrimental to the public health, safety, and 
welfare; 

The project proposes the demolition of the YMCA facility and the construction of a 60,550 
square foot Jackie Robinson YMCA recreational facility. The City of San Diego conducted an 
environmental review of this project, and an Addendum No. 402960 to Environmental Impact 
Report (EIR) No. 106715/SCH No. 20050310651199001027 has been prepared for the project in 
accordance with California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) guidelines. Based upon a review 
of the current project, it has been determined that there are no new significant environmental 
impacts not considered in the previous EIR, no substantial changes have occurred with respect to 
the circumstances under which the project is undertaken which would require major revisions in 
the previous EIR, and there is no new information of substantial importance showing that the 
project would have any significant effects not discussed previously in the EIR or that any 
significant effects previously examined would be substantially more severe than shown in the 
EIR. 

The permit for the project includes various conditions and referenced exhibits of approval 
relevant to achieving project compliance with the applicable regulations of the San Diego 
Municipal Code (SDMC) in effect for this project. Such conditions within the permit have been 
determined as necessary to avoid adverse impacts upon the health, safety and general welfare of 
persons residing or working in the surrounding area. The project shall comply with the 
development conditions in effect for the subject property as described in CUP No. 1412702, 
Planned Development Permit (PDP) No. 1412703, and Site Development Permit (SDP) No. 
1412704, and other regulations and guidelines pertaining to the subject property per the SDMC. 
Prior to issuance of any construction permits for the proposed development, the plans shall be 
reviewed for compliance with all Building, Electrical, Mechanical, Plumbing and Fire Code 
requirements, and the owner/permittee shall be required to obtain grading and public 
improvement permits. Therefore, the proposed development will not be detrimental to the public 
health, safety and welfare. 

3. The proposed development will comply with the regulations of the Land Development 
Code including any allowable deviations pursuant to the Land Development Code; and 

The project proposes the demolition of the existing YMCA facility and the construction of a 
60,550 square foot Jackie Robinson YMCA recreational facility. The project will achieve a 
Leadership in LEED Silver certification, in conformance with the criteria of the Affordable/In
Fill Housing and Sustainable Buildings Expedite Program. 

The project includes a request for deviations to the development regulations for exterior refuse 
and recyclable materials storage, fences, offsetting planes, and signage. The following are the 
code sections and justification for the deviations: 
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Exterior Refuse and Recyclable Materials Storage: A deviation to SDMC Table 142-08C to 
allow for 196 square feet of exterior refuse and recyclable materials storage enclosures, 
where the regulations require 288 square feet of enclosure area. 

The YMCA has evaluated the current and future needs for the facility, and determined that 
the proposed 196 square foot enclosure would exceed their needs. During occupancy, 
approximately 76 percent of the total solid waste generated annually would be diverted from 
landfills with the implementation of their Solid Waste Management Plan. The City's 
Environmental Services Department concurs with their plan. The deviation is necessary for 
space efficiency. Ifthe YMCA was required to increase the enclosure by an additional144 
square feet to meet the development regulations, it would require a reduction in parking, 
building area, or outdoor recreational areas. 

Fence Regulations: A deviation to SDMC 1519.0401 to allow chain-link fencing at the 
perimeter of sports fields and steel mesh fencing at other specific locations where the 
regulations requires wrought iron/wood/masonry fencing. 

The project proposes to maintain the existing chain link fencing around the baseball fields, 
along the freeway frontage and along the south property line. Vinyl-coated metal fences are 
proposed along the western perimeter and around the basketball court. The existing chain 
link fencing around the baseball fields is typically associated with and appropriate for such 
use, however, vinyl-coated metal fences will also be used if the existing fences along the 
south property line and around the baseball field are replaced. The vinyl-coated metal fences 
meet the intent of the regulations by providing a high-quality material and finish. In 
addition, most of these fences will be screened from public view because of location, 
topography and/or new or proposed landscape. 

Offsetting Planes: A deviation to SDMC 1519.0303(d)(l) to allow for a portion of the 
building planes along each elevation to be less than 20 percent and more than 50 percent, 
where the regulations require three vertical or horizontal separate planes on each elevation 
with each separate building plane distinguished by an average horizontal or vertical 
difference of four feet measured perpendicular to the subject plane. 

The deviation is necessary for space efficiency and the unique constraints generated by the 
various recreational activities within the building. The proposed building has incorporated 
various offsetting planes, building materials, architectural projections and design elements, 
color patterns/ areas along the facades to meet the purpose and intent of the regulations to 
break up the visual lines of the facades and to decrease perceived bulk and scale. 

Sign Regulations within a Multi-Family Residential Zone: A deviation to SDMC 142.1270 
to allow the size and location of signage as shown on the Exhibit "A," where regulations 
allow minimal size and type of signs within the MF-2000 zone. 

The site is located within a multi-family residential zone, which allows signs typically 
associated with residential development. The deviation is necessary to identify the facility 
within the community and to provide directional signage to the building users. The proposed 
wall signs are shown on the elevations with the maximum proposed dimensions, and the site 
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plan includes various directional and ground signs throughout the facility and at the 
Imperial A venue entrance. 

A YMCA recreational facility has been on the site since 1961, and the site is regulated by CUP 
No. 89-0874 and SESD Development Permit No. 98-0692 and the amendment to the permits are 
being processed in accordance with SDMC 126.0113(c). Each of the requested deviations has 
been reviewed as they relate to the proposed design of the project, the property configuration, and 
the surrounding development. The deviations have been determined appropriate and will result in 
a more desirable project that efficiently use the site and achieves the revitalization of the existing 
YMCA facility while meeting the purpose and intent ofthe development regulations. Other than 
the requested deviations, the project meets all applicable regulations and policy documents, and is 
consistent with the recommended land use, design guidelines, and development standards in 
effect for this site. 

4. The proposed use is appropriate at the proposed location. 

The project proposes the demolition of the existing YMCA facility and the construction of a 
60,550 square foot Jackie Robinson YMCA recreational facility. A YMCA recreational facility 
has been on the site since 1961 and the community plan identifies the subject property as a 
YMCA facility. In addition, the revitalization ofthis community facility will provide expanded 
recreational opportunities to improve the health and wellness of the members of the SESD 
community. Therefore, the existing and proposed use is appropriate at this location. 

II. Site Development Permit - Section §126.0504 

A. Findings for all Site Development Permits 

1. The proposed development will not adversely affect the applicable land use plan; 

The project site is located at 151 YMCA Way in the MF-2000 zone ofthe SESDPD within 
the SESDCP, and the CIRP area. The site contains a total of 8.4 acres, of which 
approximately 6.19 acres are within the City of San Diego and 2.21acres are within the 
County of San Diego. The SESDCP designates the 6.19 acre site as Institutional use and 
specifically identifies the subject property as a YMCA facility, and the remaining 2.21 acre of 
the site are designated as Residential use at 15-30 dulac. The site is regulated by CUP No. 89-
0874 and SESD Development Permit No. 98-0692. 

The project proposes the demolition of the existing YMCA facility and the construction of a 
60,550 square foot Jackie Robinson YMCA recreational facility. The proposed development 
on the 2.21 acre portion of the site is concurrently being processed through the County of San 
Diego as an accessory use to the YMCA. The project will achieve a LEED Silver 
certification, in conformance with the criteria of the Affordable/In-Fill Housing and 
Sustainable Buildings Expedite Program. 

The proposed facility will be constructed in two phases. Phase 1 will demolish the existing 
recreational building, gymnasium, miscellaneous sheds, and two swimming pools to allow for 
the construction of a 44,030 square foot two-story, multi-use recreational building. Phase 2 
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will demolish the miscellaneous structures serving the recreational fields and construct the 
following: a 12,604 square foot pool enclosure; a 1,809 square foot pool equipment building; 
a 1,280 square foot two-story concessions building; a 424 square foot gym storage building; a 
201 square foot field storage building; and a 201 square foot pool storage building. Phase 2 
would also include construction of new outdoor ball fields, a new outdoor soccer arena and a 
new outdoor splash pad, in the same location as the current facilities. The completed facility 
would provide a gymnasium, fitness center, exercise rooms, locker rooms, play care facilities, 
teen center, inter-generational area, staff offices, kitchen, and meeting space. 

A YMCA recreational facility has been on the site since 1961, and the community plan 
indicates that the subject property is a YMCA facility. The community plan describes the 
Jackie Robinson YMCA as a community institution, and provides policies that support 
enhancing existing recreational facilities and encourage working with the YMCA to maximize 
availability and programming of the facility in the community. In addition, the YMCA will 
implement the Recreation Element policies of the Southeastern Community Plan by providing 
a broad range of learning and recreational programming including aquatic facilities. 
Therefore, the proposed development will not adversely affect the applicable land use plan. 

2. The proposed development will not be detrimental to the public health, safety, and 
welfare; and 

The project proposes the demolition of the YMCA facility and the construction of a 60,550 
square foot Jackie Robinson YMCA recreational facility. The City of San Diego conducted an 
environmental review of this project, and an Addendum No. 402960 to EIR No. 106715/SCH 
No. 2005031065/199001027 has been prepared for the project in accordance with CEQA 
guidelines. Based upon a review of the current project, it has been determined that there are 
no new significant environmental impacts not considered in the previous EIR, no substantial 
changes have occurred with respect to the circumstances under which the project is 
undertaken which would require major revisions in the previous EIR, and there is no new 
information of substantial importance showing that the project would have any significant 
effects not discussed previously in the EIR or that any significant effects previously examined 
would be substantially more severe than shown in the EIR. 

The permit for the project includes various conditions and referenced exhibits of approval 
relevant to achieving project compliance with the applicable regulations of the SDMC in 
effect for this project. Such conditions within the permit have been determined as necessary to 
avoid adverse impacts upon the health, safety and general welfare of persons residing or 
working in the surrounding area. The project shall comply with the development conditions in 
effect for the subject property as described in CUP No. 1412702, PDP No. 1412703, and SDP 
No. 1412704, and other regulations and guidelines pertaining to the subject property per the 
SDMC. Prior to issuance of any construction permits for the proposed development, the plans 
shall be reviewed for compliance with all Building, Electrical, Mechanical, Plumbing and Fire 
Code requirements, and the owner/permittee shall be required to obtain grading and public 
improvement permits. Therefore, the proposed development will not be detrimental to the 
public health, safety and welfare. 
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3. The proposed development will comply with the applicable regulations of the Land 
Development Code, including any allowable deviations pursuant to the Land 
Development Code. 

The project proposes the demolition ofthe existing YMCA facility and the construction of a 
60,550 square foot Jackie Robinson YMCA recreational facility. The project will achieve a 
Leadership in LEED Silver certification, in conformance with the criteria of the 
Affordable/In-Fill Housing and Sustainable Buildings Expedite Program. 

The project includes a request for deviations to the development regulations for exterior 
refuse and recyclable materials storage, fences, offsetting planes, and signage. The following 
are the code sections and justification for the deviations: 

Exterior Refuse and Recyclable Materials Storage: A deviation to SDMC Table 142-
08C to allow for 196 square feet of exterior refuse and recyclable materials storage 
enclosures, where the regulations require 288 square feet of enclosure area. 

The YMCA has evaluated the current and future needs for the facility, and determined 
that the proposed 196 square foot enclosure would exceed their needs. During 
occupancy, approximately 76 percent of the total solid waste generated annually would 
be diverted from landfills with the implementation of their Solid Waste Management 
Plan. The City' s Environmental Services Department concurs with their plan. The 
deviation is necessary for space efficiency. If the YMCA was required to increase the 
enclosure by an additional 144 square feet to meet the development regulations, it would 
require a reduction in parking, building area, or outdoor recreational areas. 

Fence Regulations: A deviation to SDMC 1519.0401 to allow chain-link fencing at the 
perimeter of sports fields and steel mesh fencing at other specific locations where the 
regulations requires wrought iron/wood/masonry fencing. 

The project proposes to maintain the existing chain link fencing around the baseball 
fields, along the freeway frontage and along the south property line. Vinyl-coated metal 
fences are proposed along the western perimeter and around the basketball court. The 
existing chain link fencing around the baseball fields is typically associated with and 
appropriate for such use, however, vinyl-coated metal fences will also be used if the 
existing fences along the south property line and around the baseball field are replaced. 
The vinyl-coated metal fences meet the intent of the regulations by providing a high
quality material and finish. In addition, most of these fences will be screened from 
public view because of location, topography and/or new or proposed landscape. 

Offsetting Planes: A deviation to SDMC 1519.0303(d)(l) to allow for a portion of the 
building planes along each elevation to be less than 20 percent and more than 50 
percent, where the regulations require three vertical or horizontal separate planes on 
each elevation with each separate building plane distinguished by an average horizontal 
or vertical difference of four feet measured perpendicular to the subject plane. 
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The deviation is necessary for space efficiency and the unique constraints generated by 
the various recreational activities within the building. The proposed building has 
incorporated various offsetting planes, building materials, architectural projections and 
design elements, color patterns/ areas along the facades to meet the purpose and intent 
of the regulations to break up the visual lines of the facades and to decrease perceived 
bulk and scale. 

Sign Regulations within a Multi-Family Residential Zone: A deviation to SDMC 
142.1270 to allow the size and location of signage as shown on the Exhibit "A," where 
regulations allow minimal size and type of signs within the MF-2000 zone. 

The site is located within a multi-family residential zone, which allows signs typically 
associated with residential development. The deviation is necessary to identify the 
facility within the community and to provide directional signage to the building users. 
The proposed wall signs are shown on the elevations with the maximum proposed 
dimensions, and the site plan includes various directional and ground signs throughout 
the facility and at the Imperial A venue entrance. 

A YMCA recreational facility has been on the site since 1961, and the site is regulated by 
CUP No. 89-0874 and SESD Development Permit No. 98-0692 and the amendment to the 
permits are being processed in accordance with SDMC 126.0113(c). Each of the requested 
deviations has been reviewed as they relate to the proposed design of the project, the property 
configuration, and the surrounding development. The deviations have been determined 
appropriate and will result in a more desirable project that efficiently use the site and achieves 
the revitalization of the existing YMCA facility while meeting the purpose and intent of the 
development regulations. Other than the requested deviations, the project meets all applicable 
regulations and policy documents, and is consistent with the recommended land use, design 
guidelines, and development standards in effect for this site. 

B. Supplemental Findings--Environmentally Sensitive Lands 

1. The site is physically suitable for the design and siting of the proposed development 
and the development will result in minimum disturbance to environmentally sensitive 
lands; 

The topography of the site is relatively flat and slopes gently upward from 68 feet above mean 
sea level (AMSL) in the southwestern comer to 102 feet AMSL in the northeastern comer of 
the site. The channelized south branch of Chollas Creek occurs along the northern edge of the 
site and parallel to the western boundary of the site, between Interstate 805 to the northeast 
and Imperial A venue to the southwest. An elevated berm, with concrete facing, lines the 
southern and eastern bank of the creek between the creek bed and the YMCA site. Due to the 
site's location relative to Chollas Creek, the site contains Environmentally Sensitive Lands 
(ESL) in the form of sensitive vegetation (wetlands) and a 100-year floodway located within 
the Chollas Creek area, and the remaining portions of the site are located within the 500-year 
floodplain. The site is not located within or adjacent to the City's Multiple Planning Habitat 
Area (MHPA). 
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The proposed redevelopment of the YMCA facility does not include any modifications and/or 
impacts to the existing elevated berm along Chollas Creek, which buffers the main portion of 
the site from the ESL. In addition, the proposed structures and improvements on the site are 
located outside of the flood way and include the required buffer distances from the ESL 
pursuant to the SDMC. The proposed development would not preclude the future 
implementation of the Chollas Creek Enhancement Program (CCEP); therefore, the site is 
physically suitable for the design and siting of the proposed development. 

2. The proposed development will minimize the alteration of natural land forms and 
will not result in undue risk from geologic and erosional forces, flood hazards, or fire 
hazards; 

The topography of the site is relatively flat and slopes gently upward from 68 feet AMSL in 
the southwestern comer to 102 feet AMSL in the northeastern comer of the site. The 
channelized south branch of Chollas Creek occurs along the northern edge of the site and 
parallel to the western boundary of the site, between Interstate 805 to the northeast and 
Imperial A venue to the southwest. An elevated berm, with concrete facing, lines the southern 
and eastern bank of the creek between the creek bed and the YMCA site. Due to the site' s 
location relative to Chollas Creek, the site contains ESL in the form of sensitive vegetation 
(wetlands) and a 100-year floodway located within the Chollas Creek area, and the remaining 
portions of the site are located within the 500-year floodplain. The site is not located within 
or adjacent to the City' s MHPA. 

The proposed redevelopment of the YMCA facility does not include any modifications and/or 
impacts to the existing elevated berm along the Chollas Creek, which buffers the main portion 
of the site from the ESL. In addition, the proposed structures and improvements on the site are 
located outside of the flood way and include the required buffer distances from the ESL 
pursuant to the SDMC. 

The project proposes the demolition of the existing YMCA facility and the construction of a 
60,550 square foot Jackie Robinson YMCA recreational facility. The City of San Diego 
conducted an environmental review of this site, and an Addendum No. 402960 to EIR No. 
106715/SCH No. 2005031065/199001027 has been prepared for the project in accordance 
with CEQA guidelines. Based upon a review of the current project, it has been determined 
that there are no new significant environmental impacts not considered in the previous EIR, 
no substantial changes have occurred with respect to the circumstances under which the 
project is undertaken which would require major revisions in the previous EIR, and there is no 
new information of substantial importance showing that the project would have any 
significant effects not discussed previously in the EIR or that any significant effects 
previously examined would be substantially more severe than shown in the EIR. 

The permit for the project includes various conditions and referenced exhibits of approval 
relevant to achieving project compliance with the applicable regulations of the SDMC in 
effect for this project. Such conditions within the permit have been determined as necessary to 
avoid adverse impacts to the natural land forms and will not result in undue risk from 
geologic and erosional forces, flood hazards, or fire hazards. The project shall comply with 
the development conditions in effect for the subject property as described in CUP No. 
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1412702, PDP No. 1412703, and SDP No. 1412704, and other regulations and guidelines 
pertaining to the subject property per the SDMC. Prior to issuance of any construction permit 
for the proposed development, the plans shall be reviewed for compliance with all Building, 
Electrical, Mechanical, Plumbing and Fire Code requirements, and the owner/permittee shall 
be required to obtain grading and public improvement permits. 

3. The proposed development will be sited and designed to prevent adverse impacts 
on any adjacent environmentally sensitive lands; 

The topography of the site is relatively flat and slopes gently upward from 68 feet AMSL in 
the southwestern comer to 102 feet AMSL in the northeastern comer of the site. The 
channelized south branch of Chollas Creek occurs along the northern edge of the site and 
parallel to the western boundary ofthe site, between Interstate 805 to the northeast and 
Imperial A venue to the southwest. An elevated berm, with concrete facing, lines the southern 
and eastern bank of the creek between the creek bed and the YMCA site. Due to the site's 
location relative to Chollas Creek, the site contains ESL in the form of sensitive vegetation 
(wetlands) and a 100-year floodway located within the Chollas Creek area, and the remaining 
portions of the site are located within the 500-year floodplain. The site is not located within 
or adjacent to the City' s MHPA. 

The proposed redevelopment of the existing YMCA facility does not include any 
modifications and/or impacts to the existing elevated berm along Chollas Creek, which 
buffers the main portion of the site from the ESL. In addition, the proposed structures and 
improvements on the site are located outside of the flood way and include the required buffer 
distances from the ESL pursuant to the SDMC. Therefore, the proposed development has 
been sited and designed to prevent adverse impacts to the adjacent ESL. 

4. The proposed development will be consistent with the City of San Diego's Multiple 
Species Conservation Program (MSCP) Subarea Plan; 

The project site is located at 151 YMCA Way and is not located within or adjacent to the 
City's MHPA. The closest MHPA is located approximately 0.84 miles to the northwest ofthe 
project site. 

5. The proposed development will not contribute to the erosion of public beaches or 
adversely impact local shoreline sand supply; and 

The project site is located at 151 YMCA Way and is located approximately 2.5 miles from 
San Diego Bay. The proposed redevelopment ofthe existing YMCA facility does not include 
any modifications and/or impacts to the existing elevated berm along the Chollas Creek, 
which buffers the main portion of the site from the ESL. The permit for the project includes 
various conditions and referenced exhibits of approval relevant to achieving project 
compliance with the applicable regulations of the SDMC in effect for this project. Such 
conditions within the permit have been determined as necessary to avoid adverse impacts to 
the adjacent wetlands. Therefore, the proposed development will not contribute to the erosion 
of public beaches or adversely impact local shoreline sand supply. 
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6. The nature and extent of mitigation required as a condition of the permit is 
reasonably related to, and calculated to alleviate, negative impacts created by the 
proposed development. 

The project proposes the demolition of the existing YMCA facility and the construction of a 
60,550 square foot Jackie Robinson YMCA recreational facility. The City of San Diego 
conducted an environmental review of this project, and an Addendum No. 402960 to EIR No. 
1 06715/SCH No. 2005031065/199001027 has been prepared for the project in accordance 
with CEQA guidelines. The project was determined to require project specific mitigation for 
Noise, Transportation/Circulation, and Paleontological Resources. Based upon a review of the 
current project, it has been determined that there are no new significant environmental 
impacts not considered in the previous EIR, no substantial changes have occurred with respect 
to the circumstances under which the project is undertaken, and there is no new information 
of substantial importance to the project. 

Potential impacts from noise were addressed in the CIRP FEIR and the noise impacts were 
analyzed for traffic, construction, stationary, exterior, and interior noise, as well as for 
ground-borne vibration (trolley). The CIRP FEIR concluded that for this site, impacts would 
be significant, requiring mitigation for exposure to traffic noise, stationary noise and exterior 
noise levels. The CIRP FEIR required projects incorporate mitigation measure N-1 , which 
included the requirement that an acoustical analysis be conducted for the redevelopment 
activity. In conformance with measure N-1, a project specific noise impact analysis was 
prepared. As outlined within Addendum No. 402960, Mitigation, Monitoring and Reporting 
Program (MMRP) would be implemented with this project, which addresses traffic, stationary 
and exterior noise impacts and will reduce the potential impacts to below a level of 
significance. 

The CIRP EIR analyzed traffic impacts for this redevelopment site based on a net increase of 
19,000 square foot of recreational facilities to the existing facility. The CIRP FEIR analyzed 
the following scenarios: Existing; Existing+ Cumulative Projects; Existing+ 2010 
(Cumulative Projects)+ Proposed Projects (Redevelopment Activity sites 1, and 3 through 
1 0); 2015 Conditions (Interim Year); 2015 Conditions + Proposed Projects; 2030 Conditions 
(Horizon Year); and 2030 Conditions+ Proposed Projects. Mitigation measures were detailed 
in the CIRP FEIR which would reduce some impacts to a less than significant level; however, 
impacts to certain roadways and intersections were found to be significant and unmitigable. 
Impacts to freeway operations were found to be significant and unmitigable under all 
scenarios. A project specific Traffic Impact Analysis (TIA) was prepared and the project was 
found to generate a total of approximately 891 daily trips. The FEIR estimated 784 ADT 
associated with this redevelopment site. When compared to the CIRP FEIR, the project 
would result in an increase of 107 ADT, which is due to the increased square footage of the 
proposed project. The total number of trips generated by the project was calculated based on 
the new proposed gross total increase of square foot above what currently exists. 

Based upon the results of the project specific TIA, the proposed project would not result in 
any direct impacts to traffic. Cumulative project impacts would occur at the two intersections 
and project specific mitigation measures, along with the mitigation measure trigger points, 
estimated costs and fair-share costs for cumulative impacts associated with all redevelopment 
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sites within the CIRP. The project's fair-share payment will mitigate this cumulative impact; 
thus, the project would not result in any new significant traffic impacts; nor would there be a 
substantial increase in the severity of traffic impacts from those disclosed in the certified 
FEIR. 

Paleontological resources were analyzed in the CIRP FEIR and identified the project site as 
being underlain by the Linda Vista Formation (moderate paleontological sensitivity) and the 
Bay Point Formation (high paleontological sensitivity). The site was designated as having 
"High Paleontological Sensitivity" and the CIRP FEIR determined that implementation of the 
CIRP would have the potential for significant impacts to paleontological resources. Mitigation 
measures were required to reduce potential impacts associated with paleontological resources 
to below a level of significance. 

The site is partially composed of artificial fill, but the proposed grading plans identify a total 
of3,500 cubic yards of cut to a maximum depth of five feet. While the depth of the 
earthwork does not meet the criteria for a significant impact (10 feet or greater), the project's 
Geotechnical Study notes that remedial excavations may reach a depth of 1 0 feet. Therefore, 
impacts would be significant. Paleontological monitoring would suffice to mitigate the 
impact to below a level of significance consistent with the mitigation set forth in the FEIR. 
Therefore, with implementation of the project-specific MMRP, potential paleontological 
resources impacts would be reduced to below a level of significance. 

III. Planned Development Permit - Section §126.0604 

A. Findings for all Planned Development Permits 

1. The proposed development will not adversely affect the applicable land use plan; 

The project site is located at 151 YMCA Way in the MF-2000 zone ofthe SESDPD within 
the SESDCP, and the CIRP area. The site contains a total of8.4 acres, ofwhich 
approximately 6.19 acres are within the City of San Diego and 2.21 acres are within the 
County of San Diego. The SESDCP designates the 6.19 acre site as Institutional use and 
specifically identifies the subject property as a YMCA facility, and the remaining 2.21 acre of 
the site are designated as Residential use at 15-30 dulac. The site is regulated by CUP No. 89-
0874 and SESD Development Permit No. 98-0692. 

The project proposes the demolition of the existing YMCA facility and the construction of a 
60,550 square foot Jackie Robinson YMCA recreational facility. The proposed development 
on the 2.21 acre portion of the site is concurrently being processed through the County of San 
Diego as an accessory use to the YMCA. The project will achieve a LEED Silver 
certification, in conformance with the criteria ofthe Affordable/In-Fill Housing and 
Sustainable Buildings Expedite Program. 

The proposed facility will be constructed in two phases. Phase 1 will demolish the existing 
recreational building, gymnasium, miscellaneous sheds, and two swimming pools to allow for 
the construction of a 44,030 square foot two-story, multi-use recreational building. Phase 2 
will demolish the miscellaneous structures serving the recreational fields and construct the 
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following: a 12,604 square foot pool enclosure; a 1,809 square foot pool equipment building; 
a 1,280 square foot two-story concessions building; a 424 square foot gym storage building; a 
201 square foot field storage building; and a 201 square foot pool storage building. Phase 2 
would also include construction of new outdoor ball fields, a new outdoor soccer arena and a 
new outdoor splash pad, in the same location as the current facilities. The completed facility 
would provide a gymnasium, fitness center, exercise rooms, locker rooms, play care facilities, 
teen center, inter-generational area, staff offices, kitchen, and meeting space. 

A YMCA recreational facility has been on the site since 1961 and the community plan 
identifies the subject property as a YMCA facility. The community plan describes the Jackie 
Robinson YMCA as a community institution, and provides policies that support enhancing 
existing recreational facilities and encourage working with the YMCA to maximize 
availability and programming of the facility in the community. In addition, the YMCA will 
implement the Recreation Element policies of the Southeastern Community Plan by providing 
a broad range of learning and recreational programming including aquatic facilities. 
Therefore, the proposed development will not adversely affect the applicable land use plan. 

2. The proposed development will not be detrimental to the public health, safety, and 
welfare; 

The project proposes the demolition ofthe YMCA facility and the construction of a 60,550 
square foot Jackie Robinson YMCA recreational facility. The City of San Diego conducted an 
environmental review of this project, and an Addendum No. 402960 to EIR No. 106715/SCH 
No. 2005031065/199001027 has been prepared for the project in accordance with CEQA 
guidelines. Based upon a review ofthe current project, it has been determined that there are 
no new significant environmental impacts not considered in the previous EIR, no substantial 
changes have occurred with respect to the circumstances under which the project is 
undertaken which would require major revisions in the previous EIR, and there is no new 
information of substantial importance showing that the project would have any significant 
effects not discussed previously in the EIR or that any significant effects previously examined 
would be substantially more severe than shown in the EIR. 

The permit for the project includes various conditions and referenced exhibits of approval 
relevant to achieving project compliance with the applicable regulations of the SDMC in 
effect for this project. Such conditions within the permit have been determined as necessary to 
avoid adverse impacts upon the health, safety and general welfare of persons residing or 
working in the surrounding area. The project shall comply with the development conditions in 
effect for the subject property as described in CUP No. 1412702, PDP No. 1412703, and SDP 
No. 1412704, and other regulations and guidelines pertaining to the subject property per the 
SDMC. Prior to issuance of any construction permits for the proposed development, the plans 
shall be reviewed for compliance with all Building, Electrical, Mechanical, Plumbing and Fire 
Code requirements, and the owner/permittee shall be required to obtain grading and public 
improvement permits. Therefore, the proposed development will not be detrimental to the 
public health, safety and welfare. 

3. The proposed development will comply with the regulations of the Land 
Development Code including any proposed deviations pursuant to Section 
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126.0602(b)(l) that are appropriate for this location and will result in a more desirable 
project than would be achieved if designed in strict conformance with the development 
regulations of the applicable zone; and any allowable deviations that are otherwise 
authorized pursuant to the Land Development Code. 

The project proposes the demolition of the existing YMCA facility and the construction of a 
60,550 square foot Jackie Robinson YMCA recreational facility. The project will achieve a 
Leadership in LEED Silver certification, in conformance with the criteria of the 
Affordable/In-Fill Housing and Sustainable Buildings Expedite Program. 

The project includes a request for deviations to the development regulations for exterior 
refuse and recyclable materials storage, fences, offsetting planes, and signage. The following 
are the code sections and justification for the deviations: 

Exterior Refuse and Recyclable Materials Storage: A deviation to SDMC Table 142-
08C to allow for 196 square feet of exterior refuse and recyclable materials storage 
enclosures, where the regulations require 288 square feet of enclosure area. 

The YMCA has evaluated the current and future needs for the facility, and determined 
that the proposed 196 square foot enclosure would exceed their needs. During 
occupancy, approximately 76 percent of the total solid waste generated annually would 
be diverted from landfills with the implementation of their Solid Waste Management 
Plan. The City's Environmental Services Department concurs with their plan. The 
deviation is necessary for space efficiency. If the YMCA was required to increase the 
enclosure by an additional 144 square feet to meet the development regulations, it would 
require a reduction in parking, building area, or outdoor recreational areas. 

Fence Regulations: A deviation to SDMC 1519.0401 to allow chain-link fencing at the 
perimeter of sports fields and steel mesh fencing at other specific locations where the 
regulations requires wrought iron/wood/masonry fencing. 

The project proposes to maintain the existing chain link fencing around the baseball 
fields, along the freeway frontage and along the south property line. Vinyl-coated metal 
fences are proposed along the western perimeter and around the basketball court. The 
existing chain link fencing around the baseball fields is typically associated with and 
appropriate for such use, however, vinyl-coated metal fences will also be used if the 
existing fences along the south property line and around the baseball field are replaced. 
The vinyl-coated metal fences meet the intent of the regulations by providing a high
quality material and finish. In addition, most of these fences will be screened from 
public view because of location, topography and/or new or proposed landscape. 

Offsetting Planes: A deviation to SDMC 1519.0303(d)(1) to allow for a portion of the 
building planes along each elevation to be less than 20 percent and more than 50 
percent, where the regulations require three vertical or horizontal separate planes on 
each elevation with each separate building plane distinguished by an average horizontal 
or vertical difference of four feet measured perpendicular to the subject plane. 
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The deviation is necessary for space efficiency and the unique constraints generated by 
the various recreational activities within the building. The proposed building has 
incorporated various offsetting planes, building materials, architectural projections and 
design elements, color patterns/ areas along the facades to meet the purpose and intent 
of the regulations to break up the visual lines of the facades and to decrease perceived 
bulk and scale. 

Sign Regulations within a Multi-Family Residential Zone: A deviation to SDMC 
142.1270 to allow the size and location of signage as shown on the Exhibit "A," where 
regulations allow minimal size and type of signs within the MF-2000 zone. 

The site is located within a multi-family residential zone, which allows signs typically 
associated with residential development. The deviation is necessary to identify the 
facility within the community and to provide directional signage to the building users. 
The proposed wall signs are shown on the elevations with the maximum proposed 
dimensions, and the site plan includes various directional and ground signs throughout 
the facility and at the Imperial A venue entrance. 

A YMCA recreational facility has been on the site since 1961, and the site is regulated by 
CUP No. 89-0874 and SESD Development Permit No. 98-0692 and the amendment to the 
permits are being processed in accordance with SDMC 126.0113(c). Each of the requested 
deviations has been reviewed as they relate to the proposed design of the project, the property 
configuration, and the surrounding development. The deviations have been determined 
appropriate and will result in a more desirable project that efficiently use the site and achieves 
the revitalization of the existing YMCA facility while meeting the purpose and intent of the 
development regulations. Other than the requested deviations, the project meets all applicable 
regulations and policy documents, and is consistent with the recommended land use, design 
guidelines, and development standards in effect for this site. 

IV. Southeastern San Diego Planned District Section §1519.0202(c) 

1. The proposed use and project design meet the purpose and intent of the Southeastern 
San Diego Planned District Ordinance, comply with the recommendations of the 
Southeastern San Diego Community Plan, and will not adversely affect the General Plan or 
other applicable plans adopted by the City Council; 

The project site is located at 151 YMCA Way in the MF-2000 zone of the SESDPD within the 
SESDCP, and the CIRP area. The site contains a total of 8.4 acres, of which approximately 6.19 
acres are within the City of San Diego and 2.21acres are within the County of San Diego. The 
SESDCP designates the 6.19 acre site as Institutional use and specifically identifies the subject 
property as a YMCA facility, and the remaining 2.21 acre ofthe site are designated as Residential 
use at 15-30 dulac. The site is regulated by CUP No. 89-0874 and SESD Development Permit No. 
98-0692. 

The project proposes the demolition ofthe existing YMCA facility and the construction of a 
60,550 square foot Jackie Robinson YMCA recreational facility. The project will achieve a LEED 
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Silver certification, in conformance with the criteria of the Affordable/In-Fill Housing and 
Sustainable Buildings Expedite Program. 

The project includes a request for deviations to the development regulations for exterior refuse 
and recyclable materials storage, fences, offsetting planes, and signage. Each of the requested 
deviations has been reviewed as they relate to the proposed design of the project, the property 
configuration, and the surrounding development. The deviations have been determined 
appropriate and will result in a more desirable project that efficiently use the site and achieves the 
revitalization of the existing YMCA facility, while meeting the purpose and intent of the 
development regulations. Other than the requested deviations, the project meets all applicable 
regulations and policy documents, and is consistent with the recommended land use, design 
guidelines, and development standards in effect for this site. 

A YMCA recreational facility has been on the site since 1961 and the community plan identifies 
the subject property as a YMCA facility. The community plan describes the Jackie Robinson 
YMCA as a community institution, and provides policies that support enhancing existing 
recreational facilities and encourage working with the YMCA to maximize availability and 
programming of the facility in the community. In addition, the YMCA will implement the 
Recreation Element policies of the Southeastern Community Plan by providing a broad range of 
learning and recreational programming including aquatic facilities . The project will achieve a 
Leadership in LEED Silver certification, helping to implement Southeastern Community Plan 
policies that encourage the development of new infill buildings that take into account green 
building practices and sustainability and General Plan Conservation Element policies that address 
sustainable development. Therefore, the proposed use and project design meet the purpose and 
intent of the Southeastern San Diego Planned District Ordinance, complies with the 
recommendations of the Southeastern San Diego Community Plan, and will not adversely affect 
the General Plan or other applicable plans adopted by the City Council. 

2. The proposed development shall be compatible with existing and planned land use on 
adjoining properties and shall not constitute a disruptive element to the neighborhood and 
community. In addition, architectural harmony with the surrounding neighborhood and 
community shall be achieved as far as practicable; 

The project proposes the demolition of the existing YMCA facility and the construction of a 
60,550 square foot Jackie Robinson YMCA recreational facility. The project proposes the 
demolition of the existing YMCA facility and the construction of a 60,550 square foot Jackie 
Robinson YMCA recreational facility. The proposed building has incorporated various offsetting 
planes, building materials, architectural projections and design elements, color patterns/ areas 
along the facades to meet the purpose and intent of the regulations to break up the visual lines of 
the facades and to decrease perceived bulk and scale. These design elements facilitates the 
building to be in architectural harmony with the surrounding residential and commercial 
development and community as far as practicable. 
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3. The proposed use, because of conditions that have been applied to it, will not be 
detrimental to the health, safety and general welfare of persons residing or working in the 
area, and will not adversely affect other property in the vicinity; and 

The project proposes the demolition of the YMCA facility and the construction of a 60,550 
square foot Jackie Robinson YMCA recreational facility. The City of San Diego conducted an 
environmental review of this project, and an Addendum No. 402960 to EIR No. 106715/SCH No. 
2005031065/199001027 has been prepared for the project in accordance with CEQA guidelines. 
Based upon a review of the current project, it has been determined that there are no new 
significant environmental impacts not considered in the previous EIR, no substantial changes 
have occurred with respect to the circumstances under which the project is undertaken which 
would require major revisions in the previous EIR, and there is no new information of substantial 
importance showing that the project would have any significant effects not discussed previously 
in the EIR or that any significant effects previously examined would be substantially more severe 
than shown in the EIR. 

The permit for the project includes various conditions and referenced exhibits of approval 
relevant to achieving project compliance with the applicable regulations of the SDMC in effect 
for this project. Such conditions within the permit have been determined as necessary to avoid 
adverse impacts upon the health, safety and general welfare of persons residing or working in the 
surrounding area. The project shall comply with the development conditions in effect for the 
subject property as described in CUP No. 1412702, PDP No. 1412703, and SDP No. 1412704, 
and other regulations and guidelines pertaining to the subject property per the SDMC. Prior to 
issuance of any construction permits for the proposed development, the plans shall be reviewed 
for compliance with all Building, Electrical, Mechanical, Plumbing and Fire Code requirements, 
and the owner/permittee shall be required to obtain grading and public improvement permits. 
Therefore, the proposed development will not be detrimental to the public health, safety and 
welfare. 

4. The proposed use will comply with the relevant regulations of the Municipal Code. 

The project proposes the demolition of the existing YMCA facility and the construction of a 
60,550 square foot Jackie Robinson YMCA recreational facility. The project will achieve a 
Leadership in LEED Silver certification, in conformance with the criteria of the Affordable/In
Fill Housing and Sustainable Buildings Expedite Program. 

The project includes a request for deviations to the development regulations for exterior refuse 
and recyclable materials storage, fences, offsetting planes, and signage. The following are the 
code sections and justification for the deviations: 

Exterior Refuse and Recyclable Materials Storage: A deviation to SDMC Table 142-08C to 
allow for 196 square feet of exterior refuse and recyclable materials storage enclosures, 
where the regulations require 288 square feet of enclosure area. 

The YMCA has evaluated the current and future needs for the facility, and determined that 
the proposed 196 square foot enclosure would exceed their needs. During occupancy, 
approximately 76 percent of the total solid waste generated annually would be diverted from 
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landfills with the implementation of their Solid Waste Management Plan. The City's 
Environmental Services Department concurs with their plan. The deviation is necessary for 
space efficiency. If the YMCA was required to increase the enclosure by an additional144 
square feet to meet the development regulations, it would require a reduction in parking, 
building area, or outdoor recreational areas. 

Fence Regulations: A deviation to SDMC 1519.0401 to allow chain-link fencing at the 
perimeter of sports fields and steel mesh fencing at other specific locations where the 
regulations requires wrought iron/wood/masonry fencing. 

The project proposes to maintain the existing chain link fencing around the baseball fields, 
along the freeway frontage and along the south property line. Vinyl-coated metal fences are 
proposed along the western perimeter and around the basketball court. The existing chain 
link fencing around the baseball fields is typically associated with and appropriate for such 
use, however, vinyl-coated metal fences will also be used if the existing fences along the 
south property line and around the baseball field are replaced. The vinyl-coated metal fences 
meet the intent of the regulations by providing a high-quality material and finish. In 
addition, most of these fences will be screened from public view because of location, 
topography and/or new or proposed landscape. 

Offsetting Planes: A deviation to SDMC 1519.0303(d)(l) to allow for a portion of the 
building planes along each elevation to be less than 20 percent and more than 50 percent, 
where the regulations require three vertical or horizontal separate planes on each elevation 
with each separate building plane distinguished by an average horizontal or vertical 
difference of four feet measured perpendicular to the subject plane. 

The deviation is necessary for space efficiency and the unique constraints generated by the 
various recreational activities within the building. The proposed building has incorporated 
various offsetting planes, building materials, architectural projections and design elements, 
color patterns/ areas along the facades to meet the purpose and intent of the regulations to 
break up the visual lines of the facades and to decrease perceived bulk and scale. 

Sign Regulations within a Multi-Family Residential Zone: A deviation to SDMC 142.1270 
to allow the size and location of signage as shown on the Exhibit "A," where regulations 
allow minimal size and type of signs within the MF-2000 zone. 

The site is located within a multi-family residential zone, which allows signs typically 
associated with residential development. The deviation is necessary to identify the facility 
within the community and to provide directional signage to the building users. The proposed 
wall signs are shown on the elevations with the maximum proposed dimensions, and the site 
plan includes various directional and ground signs throughout the facility and at the 
Imperial A venue entrance. 

A YMCA recreational facility has been on the site since 1961, and the site is regulated by CUP 
No. 89-0874 and SESD Development Permit No. 98-0692 and the amendment to the permits are 
being processed in accordance with SDMC 126.0113(c). Each of the requested deviations has 
been reviewed as they relate to the proposed design of the project, the property configuration, and 
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the surrounding development. The deviations have been determined appropriate and will result in 
a more desirable project that efficiently use the site and achieves the revitalization of the existing 
YMCA facility while meeting the purpose and intent of the development regulations. Other than 
the requested deviations, the project meets all applicable regulations and policy documents, and is 
consistent with the recommended land use, design guidelines, and development standards in 
effect for this site. 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that, based on the findings hereinbefore adopted by the Planning 
Commission, Conditional Use Permit No. 1412702, Planned Development Permit No. 1412703, and Site 
Development Permit No. 1412704, are hereby GRANTED by the Planning Commission to the referenced 
Owner/Permittee, in the form, exhibits, terms and conditions as set forth in Permit No. 1412702, 
1412703, and 1412704, a copy of which is attached hereto and made a part hereof. 

Jeffrey A Peterson 
Development Project Manager 
Development Services 

Adopted on: February 25, 2016 

Internal Order No. 24005467 
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SPACE ABOVE THIS LINE FOR RECORDER'S USE 
INTERNAL ORDER NUMBER: 24005467 

CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT NO. 1412702 
PLANNED DEVELOPMENT PERMIT NO. 1412703 

SITE DEVELOPMENT PERMIT NO. 1412704 
JACKIE ROBINSON YMCA - PROJECT NO. 402960 [MMRP] 

AMENDMENT TO CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT NO. 89-0874 AND 
SOUTHEASTERN SAN DIEGO DEVELOPMENT PERMIT NO. 98-0692 

This Conditional Use Permit No. 1412702, Planned Development Permit No. 1412703, and Site 
Development Permit No. 1412704, amendment to Conditional Use Permit No. 89-0874 and 
Southeastern San Diego Development Permit No. 98-0692 is granted by the Planning 
Commission of the City of San Diego to YMCA OF SAN DIEGO COUNTY, a California 
Nonprofit Corporation, Owner and Permittee, pursuant to San Diego Municipal Code [SDMC] 
Sections 126.0305, 126.0504, 126.0604, and 1519.0202. The 6.19-acre site is located at 151 
YMCA Way (an additional2.21-acres ofthe site is located within the County of San Diego 
jurisdiction for a total of 8.4-acre site). The site is located in the MF-2000 Zone ofthe 
Southeastern San Diego Planned District (SESDPD) within the Southeastern San Diego 
Community Planning Area, the Central Imperial2 Redevelopment Project Area, and Council 
District 4. In addition, the project site is located in the Airport Influence Area (AlA) Review 
Areas 1 and 2 for the San Diego International Airport (SDIA) as depicted in the adopted 2014 
Airport Land Use Compatibility Plan (ALUCP). 

The 6.19-acre project site is legally described as: That portion of the West Half of Lot 44 
of a portion of the Ex-Mission Lands of San Diego (Commonly Known as Horton's Purchase), in 
the City Of San Diego, County of San Diego, State of California, According to Map thereof No. 
283, filed in the Office ofthe County Recorder of San Diego County, March 9, 1878, described 
as follows: Commencing at the Southwest Corner of said Lot 44; thence along the Westerly line 
of said Lot 44, North 00°10' 00" West 230.00 Feet to the Southwest corner ofland described in 
Deed to Greenwood Memorial Park, Inc., Recorded October 23, 1967 as Instrument No.164569 
of Official Records and being the true point of beginning; thence along the Southerly line of said 
Park's Land, being parallel with the Southerly line of said Lot 44, South 89° 08' 00" East 11.50 
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Feet to the Westerly Line of the Easterly 150.00 Feet of the West half of said Lot 44, being also 
a point on the Southerly prolongation of the Westerly line of that portion of California State 
Highway 11-Sd-805 (Interstate 805) as described in Deed to the State of California, Recorded 
July 20, 1972 as Instrument No. 187401 of Official Records; thence along said prolongation 
North 00° 49' 14" East 50.00 Feet to the Southwesterly comer of said portion of said State 
Highway Hereinabove referred to; thence along the Westerly and Southwesterly boundary of 
said portion of said State Of Highway as follows: North 00° 49' 14" East 24 7.67 Feet to an angle 
point therein and North 25° 13' 22" West 268.22 Feet to the Northerly line of said Park's Land; 
thence along the boundary of said land as follows: South 89° 03' 46" West (Record= South 89° 
55' 00" West) 179.53 Feet to an angle point therein; and South 67° 00' 00" West 244.00 Feet to 
the Westerly line of said Lot 44; thence along said Westerly line South 00° 10' 00" East 71.11 
Feet to the true point of beginning. 

Subject to the terms and conditions set forth in this Permit, permission is granted to 
Owner/Permittee to demolish a privately operated recreational facility and construct a multi use 
privately operated recreational facility; described and identified by size, dimension, quantity, 
type, and location on the approved exhibits [Exhibit "A"] dated February 25, 2016, on file in the 
Development Services Department. 

The project shall include: 

a. Demolition of a privately operated recreational facility and construction of a 60,550 
square foot privately operated recreational facility. The facility would provide a 
gymnasium, fitness center, exercise rooms, locker rooms, play care facilities, teen 
center, inter-generational area, staff offices, kitchen, and meeting space; 

b. The project will occur in two phases. Phase 1 will demolish the existing recreational 
building, gymnasium, miscellaneous sheds and two swimming pools to allow for the 
construction of a 44,030 square foot, two-story multi-use recreational building. Phase 2 
will demolish the miscellaneous structures serving the recreational fields and construct 
the following: a 12,604 square foot pool enclosure; a 1,809 square foot pool equipment 
building; a 1,280 square foot two-story concessions building; a 424 square foot gym 
storage building; a 201 square foot field storage building; and a 201 square foot pool 
storage building. Phase 2 would also include construction of outdoor ball fields, a 
outdoor soccer arena and an outdoor splash pad, in the same location as the current 
facilities; 

c. Deviations to the San Diego Municipal Code [SDMC] as follows: 

1. Exterior Refuse and Recyclable Materials Storage, SDMC Table 142-08C: To 
allow for 196 square feet of exterior refuse and recyclable materials storage enclosures, 
where the regulations require 288 square feet of enclosure area; 

2. Fence Regulations, SDMC 1519.0401: To allow chain link fencing at the 
perimeter of sports fields and steel mesh fencing at other specific locations where the 
regulations requires wrought iron/wood/masonry fencing; 
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3. Offsetting Planes, SDMC 1519.0303(d)(1)): To allow for a proportion of the 
building planes along each elevation to be less than 20 percent and more than 50 
percent where the regulations require three vertical or horizontal separate planes on 
each elevation with each separate building plane distinguished by an average horizontal 
or vertical difference of four feet measured perpendicular to the subject plane; 

4. Sign Regulations within a Multi-Family Residential Zone, SDMC 142.1270: To 
allow the size and location of signage as shown on the Exhibit "A," where regulations 
allow minimal size and type of signs within the MF-2000 zone; 

d. Landscaping (planting, irrigation and landscape related improvements); 

e. Off-street parking; 

f. A Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) Silver certification, in 
conformance with the criteria of the Affordable/In-Fill Housing and Sustainable 
Buildings Expedite Program; and 

g. Public and private accessory improvements determined by the Development Services 
Department to be consistent with the land use and development standards for this site in 
accordance with the adopted community plan, the California Environmental Quality 
Act [CEQA] and the CEQA Guidelines, the City Engineer's requirements, zoning 
regulations, conditions of this Permit, and any other applicable regulations of the 
SDMC. 

STANDARD REQUIREMENTS: 

1. This permit must be utilized within thirty-six (36) months after the date on which all rights 
of appeal have expired. If this permit is not utilized in accordance with Chapter 12, Article 6, 
Division 1 of the SDMC within the 36 month period, this permit shall be void unless an 
Extension of Time has been granted. Any such Extension of Time must meet all SDMC 
requirements and applicable guidelines in effect at the time the extension is considered by the 
appropriate decision maker. This permit must be utilized by March 10,2019. 

2. No permit for the construction, occupancy, or operation of any facility or improvement 
described herein shall be granted, nor shall any activity authorized by this Permit be conducted 
on the premises until: 

a. The Owner/Permittee signs and returns the Permit to the Development Services 
Department; and 

b. The Permit is recorded in the Office of the San Diego County Recorder. 
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3. While this Permit is in effect, the subject property shall be used only for the purposes and 
under the terms and conditions set forth in this Permit unless otherwise authorized by the 
appropriate City decision maker. 

4. This Permit is a covenant running with the subject property and all of the requirements and 
conditions of this Permit and related documents shall be binding upon the Owner/Permittee and 
any successor( s) in interest. 

5. The continued use of this Permit shall be subject to the regulations of this and any other 
applicable governmental agency. 

6. Issuance ofthis Permit by the City of San Diego does not authorize the Owner/Permittee 
for this Permit to violate any Federal, State or City laws, ordinances, regulations or policies 
including, but not limited to, the Endangered Species Act of 1973 [ESA] and any amendments 
thereto (16 U.S.C. § 1531 et seq.). 

7. The Owner/Permittee shall secure all necessary building permits. The Owner/Permittee is 
informed that to secure these permits, substantial building modifications and site improvements 
may be required to comply with applicable building, fire, mechanical, and plumbing codes, and 
State and Federal disability access laws. 

8. Construction plans shall be in substantial conformity to Exhibit "A." Changes, 
modifications, or alterations to the construction plans are prohibited unless appropriate 
application(s) or amendment(s) to this Permit have been granted. 

9. All of the conditions contained in this Permit have been considered and were determined-
necessary to make the findings required for approval of this Permit. The Permit holder is 
required to comply with each and every condition in order to maintain the entitlements that are 
granted by this Permit. 

If any condition of this Permit, on a legal challenge by the Owner/Permittee of this Permit, is 
found or held by a court of competent jurisdiction to be invalid, unenforceable, or unreasonable, 
this Permit shall be void. However, in such an event, the Owner/Permittee shall have the right, 
by paying applicable processing fees, to bring a request for a new permit without the "invalid" 
conditions(s) back to the discretionary body which approved the Permit for a determination by 
that body as to whether all of the findings necessary for the issuance of the proposed permit can 
still be made in the absence of the "invalid" condition(s). Such hearing shall be a hearing de 
novo, and the discretionary body shall have the absolute right to approve, disapprove, or modify 
the proposed permit and the condition( s) contained therein. 

10. The Owner/Permittee shall defend, indemnify, and hold harmless the City, its agents, 
officers, and employees from any and all claims, actions, proceedings, damages, judgments, or 
costs, including attorney's fees, against the City or its agents, officers, or employees, relating to 
the issuance of this permit including, but not limited to, any action to attack, set aside, void, 
challenge, or annul this development approval and any environmental document or decision. 
The City will promptly notify Owner/Permittee of any claim, action, or proceeding and, if the 
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City should fail to cooperate fully in the defense, the Owner/Permittee shall not thereafter be 
responsible to defend, indemnify, and hold harmless the City or its agents, officers, and 
employees. The City may elect to conduct its own defense, participate in its own defense, or 
obtain independent legal counsel in defense of any claim related to this indemnification. In the 
event of such election, Owner/Permittee shall pay all of the costs related thereto, including 
without limitation reasonable attorney's fees and costs. In the event of a disagreement between 
the City and Owner/Permittee regarding litigation issues, the City shall have the authority to 
control the litigation and make litigation related decisions, including, but not limited to, 
settlement or other disposition ofthe matter. However, the Owner/Permittee shall not be required 
to pay or perform any settlement unless such settlement is approved by Owner/Permittee. 

11. This Permit may be developed in phases. Each phase shall be constructed to ensure that all 
development is consistent with the conditions and exhibits approved for each respective phase 
per the approved Exhibit "A." 

ENVIRONMENTAL/MITIGATION REQUIREMENTS: 

12. Mitigation requirements in the Mitigation, Monitoring, and Reporting Program [MMRP] 
shall apply to this Permit. These MMRP conditions are hereby incorporated into this Permit by 
reference. 

13. The mitigation measures specified in the MMRP and outlined in Addendum No. 402960 to 
Environmental Impact Report No. 1 06715/SCH No. 2005031065/199001027, shall be noted on 
the construction plans and specifications under the heading ENVIRONMENTAL MITIGATION 
REQUIREMENTS. 

14. The Owner/Permittee shall comply with the MMRP as specified in Addendum No. 402960 
to Environmental Impact Report No. 1 06715/SCH No. 2005031065/199001027 ~to the 
satisfaction of the Development Services Department and the City Engineer. Prior to issuance of 
any construction permit, all conditions of the MMRP shall be adhered to, to the satisfaction of 
the City Engineer. All mitigation measures described in the MMRP shall be implemented for the 
following issue areas: 

Noise 
Transportation/Circulation 
Paleontological Resources 

NOISE REQUIREMENTS ONTERIOR- OFFICE USE): 

15. The Prior to the issuance of the Building Permit, the Owner/Permitee shall submit an 
exterior to interior noise analysis to identify the appropriate sound transmission reduction 
measures necessary to achieve an interior noise level of 50dBA. The following noise reduction 
measure may include, but are not limited to: 

a. Air conditioning and mechanical ventilation system; 
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b. Windows shall be double-paned glass, with a minimum of 'l-4-inch glazing and a l
inch air gap, set in non-hardening glazing materials mounted in low air infiltration 
rate frames (0.5 cubic feet per minute [cfrn] or less, per ANSI specifications), and 
have a minimum Sound Transmission Control (STC) rating of 39 dB; 

c. Exterior doors shall be solid core with perimeter weather stripping and threshold 
seals; 

d. Exterior walls shall consist of stucco or brick veneer. 

ENGINEERING REQUIREMENTS: 

16. The project proposes to export no material from the project site. Any excavated material 
that is exported, shall be exported to a legal disposal site in accordance with the Standard 
Specifications for Public Works Construction (the "Green Book"), 2009 edition and Regional 
Supplement Amendments adopted by Regional Standards Committee. 

17. The drainage systems proposed for this development, as shown on the site plan, are private 
and public, and subject to approval by the City Engineer and the County of San Diego. 

18. Prior to the issuance of any building permits, the Owner/Permittee shall obtain a bonded 
grading permit for the grading proposed for this project within the City of San Diego. All 
grading shall conform to the requirements of the City of San Diego Municipal Code in a manner 
satisfactory to the City Engineer. 

19. Prior to the issuance of any building permits, the Owner/Permittee shall obtain a bonded 
grading permit for the grading proposed for this project within the County of San Diego. All 
grading shall conform to the requirements of the County of San Diego. 

20. Prior to the issuance of any building permits, the Owner/Permittee shall obtain an 
Encroachment Maintenance Removal Agreement, from the City Engineer, for the private 
improvements encroaching into the YMCA Way Right-of-Way, per approved Exhibit "A." 

21. Prior to the issuance of any building permits, the Owner/Permittee shall obtain a permit, 
from the County of San Diego, for the private improvements encroaching into the YMCA Way 
Right-of-Way, per approved Exhibit "A." 

22. Prior to the issuance of any building permits, the Owner/Permittee shall assure, by permit 
and bond, to construct current City Standard curb, gutter and sidewalk, adjacent to the site on 
YMCA Way per approved Exhibit "A," satisfactory to the City Engineer. 

23. Prior to the issuance of any building permits, the Owner/Permittee shall assure, by permit 
and bond, to obtain a construction permit from the County of San Diego and construct current 
County of San Diego Standard curb, gutter and sidewalk, adjacent to the site on YMCA Way per 
approved Exhibit "A." 

24. Prior to the issuance of any building permits, the Owner/Permittee shall assure, by permit 
and bond, to obtain a construction permit from the County of San Diego and construct current 
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County of San Diego Standard curb, gutter and sidewalk, adjacent to the site on Imperial Avenue 
per approved Exhibit "A." 

25. Prior to the issuance of any building permits, the Owner/Permittee shall assure, by permit 
and bond, to reconstruct the existing curb ramp at the northeast comer of Imperial A venue and 
YMCA Way with current City Standard curb ramp Standard Drawing SDG-130 and SDG-132 
with truncated domes, satisfactory to the City Engineer. 

26. Prior to the issuance of any building permits, the Owner/Permittee shall assure, by permit 
and bond, to obtain a construction permit from the County of San Diego and construct a current 
County of San Diego Standard curb ramp at the northwest comer of Imperial A venue and 
YMCA Way. 

27. Prior to the issuance of any building permits, the Owner/Permittee shall assure, by permit 
and bond, to construct a current City Standard storm drain system, adjacent to the site on 
Imperial Avenue per approved Exhibit "A," satisfactory to the City Engineer. 

28. Prior to the issuance of any building permits, the Owner/Permittee shall assure, by permit 
and bond, to construct a storm drain system per current County of San Diego Standard 
Standards, per approved Exhibit "A," satisfactory to the County of San Diego. 

29. Prior to the issuance of any construction permit, the Owner/Permittee shall enter into a 
Maintenance Agreement for the ongoing permanent Best Management Practice (BMP) 
maintenance, satisfactory to the City Engineer. 

30. Prior to the issuance of any construction permit, the Owner/Permittee shall incorporate any 
construction Best Management Practices necessary to comply with Chapter 14, Article 2, 
Division 1 (Grading Regulations) of the Municipal Code, into the construction plans or 
specifications. 

31. Prior to the issuance of any construction permit, the Water Quality Technical Report will 
be subject to final review and approval by the City Engineer. 

32. Prior to the issuance of any construction permit, the Water Quality Technical Report will 
be subject to final review and approval by the County of San Diego. 

33. Development of this project shall comply with all storm water construction requirements of 
the State Construction General Permit, Order No. 2009-00090DWQ, or subsequent order, and 
the Municipal Storm Water Permit, Order No. R9-2007-0001, or subsequent order. In accordance 
with Order No. 2009-0009DWQ, or subsequent order, a Risk Level Determination shall be 
calculated for the site and a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) shall be 
implemented concurrently with the commencement of grading activities. 

34. Prior to issuance of a grading or a construction permit, a copy of the Notice of Intent (NO I) 
with a valid Waste Discharge ID number (WDID#) shall be submitted to the City of San Diego 
as a proof of enrollment under the Construction General Permit. When ownership of the entire 
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site or portions of the site changes prior to filing of the Notice of Termination (NOT), a revised 
NOI shall be submitted electronically to the State Water Resources Board in accordance with the 
provisions as set forth in Section II.C of Order No. 2009-0009-DWQ and a copy shall be 
submitted to the City. 

GEOLOGY REQUIREMENTS: 

35. Prior to issuance of any construction permits, the Owner/Permittee shall submit a 
geotechnical investigation report or update letter that specifically addresses the proposed 
construction plans. The geotechnical investigation report or update letter shall be reviewed for 
adequacy by the Geology Section of the Development Services Department. 

36. The Owner/Permittee shall submit an as-graded geotechnical report prepared in accordance 
with the City's "Guidelines for Geotechnical Reports" following completion of the grading. The 
as-graded geotechnical report shall be reviewed for adequacy by the Geology Section of the 
Development Services Department prior to exoneration of the bond and grading permit close
out. 

PARK & REC REQUIREMENTS: 

3 7. Prior to the issuance of any construction permits, the Owner/Permittee shall place a 
recreation easement over Chollas Creek trail from Market Street to the Caltrans Right-of-Way. 

LANDSCAPE REQUIREMENTS: 

38. Prior to issuance of a grading permit, the Owner/Permittee shall submit complete 
construction documents for the revegetation and hydroseeding of all disturbed land in accordance 
with the Landscape Standards and to the satisfaction of the Development Services Department. 
All plans shall be in substantial conformance to this permit (including Environmental conditions) 
and Exhibit "A," on file in the Office of the Development Services Department. 

39. Prior to issuance of any right-of-way or improvement plan, the Owner/Permittee shall 
submit complete landscape construction documents for right-of-way improvements to the 
Development Services Department for approval. Improvement plans shall show, label, and 
dimension a 40 square foot area around each tree which is unencumbered by utilities. Driveways, 
utilities, drains, water and sewer laterals shall be designed so as not to prohibit the placement of 
street trees. 

40. In the event that a foundation only permit is requested, the Owner/Permittee shall submit a 
site plan or staking layout plan identifying all landscape areas consistent with Exhibit "A," 
Landscape Development Plan, on file in the Office of the Development Services Department. 
These landscape areas shall be clearly identified with a distinct symbol, noted with dimensions 
and labeled as 'landscaping area.' 

41. Prior to issuance of any building permit, the Owner/Permittee shall submit complete 
landscape and irrigation construction documents consistent with the Landscape Standards to the 
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Development Services Department for approval. The construction documents shall be in 
substantial conformance with Exhibit "A," Landscape Development Plan, on file in the 
Development Services Department. Construction plans shall show, label, and dimension a 40 
square foot area around each tree which is unencumbered by hardscape and utilities. 

42. Prior to issuance of any construction permits for structures, the Owner/Permittee shall 
submit a water budget in accordance with the Water Conservation Requirements per SDMC 
142.0413, Table 142-041, to be included with the construction documents. An irrigation audit 
shall be submitted consistent with Section 2. 7 of the Landscape Standards of the Land 
Development Manual at final inspection. The irrigation audit shall certify that all irrigation 
systems have been installed and operate as approved by the Development Services Department. 

43 . The Owner/Permittee shall be responsible for the maintenance of all landscape 
improvements shown on the approved plans, including in the right-of-way, consistent with the 
Landscape Standards unless long-term maintenance of said landscaping will be the responsibility 
of a Landscape Maintenance District or other approved entity. All required landscape shall be 
maintained in a disease, weed and litter free condition at all times. Severe pruning or "topping" 
of trees is not permitted. 

44. If any required landscape (including existing or new plantings, hardscape, landscape 
features, etc.) indicated on the approved construction document plans is damaged or removed 
during demolition or construction, the Owner/Permittee shall repair and/or replace it in kind and 
equivalent size per the approved documents to the satisfaction of the Development Services 
Department within 30 days of damage. 

PLANNING/DESIGN REQUIREMENTS: 

45. A topographical survey conforming to the provisions of the SDMC may be required if it is 
determined, during construction, that there may be a conflict between the building(s) under 
construction and a condition of this Permit or a regulation of the underlying zone. The cost of 
any such survey shall be borne by the Owner/Permittee. 

46. Prior to issuance of building permits, the Owner/Permittee shall provide documentation 
that the project has been submitted to the U.S. Green Building Council for review and will 
achieve at least a Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) Silver Certification. 
Construction documents shall note all criteria included in the design and construction of the 
project as identified in the LEED certification application. 

47. All signs associated with this development shall be consistent with the approved Exhibit 
"A." 

48. All private outdoor lighting shall be shaded and adjusted to fall on the same premises 
where such lights are located and in accordance with the applicable regulations in the SDMC. 
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TRANSPORTATION REQUIREMENTS 

49. No fewer than 217 parking spaces (222 parking spaces provided) includes 7 accessible 
parking spaces (11 accessible parking spaces provided), 6 motorcycle spaces, 16 bicycle spaces 
(racks), and 2 lockable bicycle enclosures, shall be maintained on the property at all times in the 
approximate locations shown on Exhibit "A." Project shall also provide adequate parking during 
all phases of the project per Exhibit "A." All on-site parking stalls and aisle widths shall be in 
compliance with requirements of the City's Land Development Code and shall not be converted 
and/or utilized for any other purpose, unless otherwise authorized in writing by the Development 
Services Department. 

50. Prior to issuance of any building permit, the Owner/Permittee shall assure by permit and 
bond installation (including any required dedications) of a 35 foot curb radius, curb, gutter, and a 
5 feet minimum width sidewalk within a 45 feet radius right-of-way cul-de-sac at the north end 
of YMCA Way, and a 5 feet minimum width sidewalk, curb, and gutter within a 10 feet curb to 
property line on the west side of YMCA Way as shown on the Exhibit "A" satisfactory to the 
City Engineer and the County Engineer. 

51. Prior to issuance of any building permit, the Owner/Permittee shall assure by permit and 
bond installation (including any required dedications) of a 5 foot minimum width sidewalk, curb, 
and gutter within a 1 0 feet curb to property line along its frontage on Imperial A venue as shown 
on the Exhibit "A" satisfactory to the City Engineer and the County Engineer. 

52. Prior to issuance of any building permit, the Owner/Permittee shall pay its fair share 
contributions towards the Mitigation Measures identified in the Fifth Amendment to the Central 
Imperial Redevelopment Project Traffic Impact Analysis, as stated in the within the Addendum 
No. 402960 to Environmental Impact Report (EIR) No. 106715/SCH No. 2005031065/ 
199001027 satisfactory to the City Engineer. 

53. The rolling gate north of the YMCA Way cul-de-sac shall remain open during all YMCA 
hours of business to provide access to the project site satisfactory to the City Engineer. 

PUBLIC UTILITIES DEPARTMENT REQUIREMENTS: 

54. The Owner/Permittee shall provide keyed gate access to the Public Utilities Operations 
Branch and in a manner satisfactory to the Public Utilities Director. The City will not be 
responsible for any issues that may arise relative to the availability of keys. 

55. Prior to issuance of any construction permits, the Owner/Permittee shall obtain 
Encroachment and Maintenance Removal Agreement (EMRA) for proposed improvements of 
any kind, including utilities, landscaping, enriched paving, and electrical conduits to be installed 
within the public- right-of-way or public easement. 

56. Prior to the issuance of any building permits, the Owner/Permittee shall apply for a 
plumbing permit for the installation of appropriate above ground private back flow prevention 
device(s)[BFPDs], on each water service (domestic, fire and irrigation), in a manner satisfactory 
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to the Public Utilities Director and the City Engineer. BFPD's are typically located on private 
property, in line with the service and immediately adjacent to the right-of-way. The Public 
Utilities Department will not permit the required BFPDs to be located below grade or within the 
structure. 

57. Prior to the issuance of any building permits, the Owner/Permittee shall assure, by permit 
and bond, the design and construction of any new water and sewer service(s) outside of any 
driveway, and the disconnection at the water main ofthe existing unused water service adjacent 
to the project site, in a manner satisfactory to the Public Utilities Director and the City Engineer. 

58. Prior to the issuance of any building permits, the Owner/Permittee shall construct all water 
and sewer facilities required by the Public Utilities Department necessary to serve this 
development and assure them by permit and bond. 

59. Prior to connecting to any existing sewer lateral, the Owner/Permittee shall assure the 
lateral shall be inspected using a closed-circuit television (CCTV) by a California Licensed 
Plumbing Contractor to verify the lateral is in good working condition and free of all debris. 

60. All on-site water and sewer facilities shall be private. 

61 . All proposed private sewer facilities located within a single lot are to be designed to meet 
the requirements of the California Plumbing Code and will be reviewed as part of the building 
permit plan check. 

62. All proposed public water and sewer facilities, must be designed and constructed in 
accordance with established criteria in the most current edition of the City of San Diego Water 
and Sewer Facility Design Guidelines and City regulations, standards and practices pertaining 
thereto. 

63. No trees or shrubs exceeding three feet in height at maturity shall be installed within ten 
feet of any sewer and five feet of any water facilities. 

INFORMATION ONLY: 

• Any party on whom fees, dedications, reservations, or other exactions have been imposed 
as conditions of approval of this Permit, may protest the imposition within ninety days of 
the approval of this development permit by filing a written protest with the City Clerk 
pursuant to California Government Code-section 66020. 

• This development may be subject to impact fees at the time of construction permit 
Issuance. 

APPROVED by the Planning Commission ofthe City of San Diego on February 25,2016 and 
[ APQroved Resolution Number . 
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Permit Type/PTS Approval No.: CUP No. 1412702 
PDP No. 1412703 
SDP No. 1412704 

Date of Approval: February 25,2016 

AUTHENTICATED BY THE CITY OF SAN DIEGO DEVELOPMENT SERVICES 
DEPARTMENT 

Jeffrey A. Peterson 
Development Project Manager 

NOTE: Notary acknowledgment 
must be attached per Civil Code 
section 1189 et seq. 

The undersigned Owner/Permittee, by execution hereof, agrees to each and every condition of 
this Permit and promises to perform each and every obligation of Owner/Permittee hereunder. 

NOTE: Notary acknowledgments 
must be attached per Civil Code 
section 1189 et seq. 

YMCA OF SAN DIEGO COUNTY, 
a California Nonprofit Corporation 
Owner/Permittee 

By ________________________ ___ 
Name: 
Title: 
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PLANNING COMMISSION 
RESOLUTION NO. ____ _ 

ADOPTED ON _____ _ 
ADDENDUM NO. 402960 TO ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT (EIR) 

NO. 106715/SCH NO. 2005031065/199001027 
JACKIE ROBINSON YMCA - PROJECT NO. 402960 [MMRP] 

WHEREAS, on August 17, 2015, YMCA OF SAN DIEGO COUNTY, a California 

Nonprofit Corporation, Owner and Permittee, submitted an application to Development Services 

Department for a Conditional Use Permit, Planned Development Permit, and Site Development 

Permit, an amendment to Conditional Use Permit No. 89-0874 and Southeastern San Diego 

Development Permit No. 98-0692 for the Jackie Robinson YMCA (the Project); and 

WHEREAS, on April28, 2009, the City Council ofthe City of San Diego adopted 

Resolution No. 304857, certifying the Environmental Impact Report No. 106715, SCH NO. 

2005031065/19900102 for the Fifth Amendment to the Central Imperial Redevelopment Plan, a 

copy of which is on file in the Office of the City Clerk in accordance with the California 

Environmental Quality Act of 1970 (CEQA) (Public Resources Code Section 21000 et seq.), as 

amended, and the State CEQA Guidelines thereto (California Code of Regulations, Title 14, 

Chapter 3, Section 15000 et seq.); and 

WHEREAS, State CEQA Guidelines section 15164(a) allows a lead agency to prepare an 

Addendum to a final Environmental Impact Report, if such Addendum meets the requirements of 

CEQA; NOW, THEREFORE, 

BE IT RESOLVED, by the Planning Commission ofthe City of San Diego as follows: 

1. That the information contained in the final Environmental Impact Report No. 
106714, SCH No. 2005031065/19900127 along with the Addendum thereto, including any 
comments received during the public review process, has been reviewed and considered 
by this Planning Commission prior to making a decision on the Project. 

2. That there are no substantial changes proposed to the Project and no substantial 
changes with respect to the circumstances under which the Project is to be undertaken that 
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would require major revisions in the Environmental Impact Report for the Project due to 
significant environmental effects or a substantial increase in the severity of previously 
identified environmental effects. 

3. That no new information of substantial importance has become available showing 
that the Project would have any significant effects not discussed previously in the 
Environmental Impact Report or that any significant effects previously examined will be 
substantially more severe than shown in the Environmental Impact Report. 

4. That no new information of substantial importance has become available showing 
that mitigation measures or alternatives previously found not to be feasible are in fact 
feasible which would substantially reduce any significant effects, but that the Project 
proponents decline to adopt, or that there are any considerably different mitigation 
measures or alternatives not previously considered which would substantially reduce any 
significant effects, but that the Project proponents decline to adopt. 

5. That pursuant to State CEQA Guidelines Section 15164, none of the conditions of 
described in State CEQA Guidelines section 15162 have occurred or only minor technical 
changes or additions are necessary, and therefore, the Planning Commission adopts 
Addendum to Environmental Impact Report No. 106714, SCH No. 200503106511990012 
with respect to the Project, a copy of which is on file in the office of the Development 
Services Department. 

6. That pursuant to CEQA Section 21081.6, the Planning Commission adopts the 
Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program, or alterations to implement the changes to 
the project as required by this Planning Commission in order to mitigate or avoid 
significant effects on the environment, which is attached hereto as Exhibit A. 

7. That Development Services Department staff is directed to file a Notice of 
Determination with the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors for the County of San Diego 
regarding the Project. 

Jeffrey A. Peterson 
Development Project Manager 
Development Services Department 

ATTACHMENT(S): Exhibit A, Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program 
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EXHIBIT A 

MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM 

SITE DEVELOPMENT PERMIT 

PROJECT NO. 402960 
ADDENDUM NO. 402960 TO ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT (EIR) 

NO. 106715/SCH NO. 2005031065/199001027 

This Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program is designed to ensure compliance with Public 
Resources Code Section 21081.6 during implementation of mitigation measures. This program 
identifies at a minimum: the department responsible for the monitoring, what is to be monitored, 
how the monitoring shall be accomplished, the monitoring and reporting schedule, and 
completion requirements. A record of the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program will be 
maintained at the offices of the Entitlements Division, 1222 First Avenue, Fifth Floor, San 
Diego, CA, 92101. All mitigation measures contained in the Addendum to Addendum No. 
402960 to Environmental Impact Report No. 106715/SCH No. 2005031065/199001027 shall be 
made conditions of Conditional Use Permit, Planned Development Permit, and Site 
Development Permit as may be further described below. 

The Jackie Robinson YMCA project shall be required to comply with all mitigation measures 
outlined within the Mitigation, Monitoring and Reporting Program of the previously certified 
CIRP FEIR (SCH No. 2005031065/19901027) and the project-specific subsequent technical 
studies required. The following MMRP identifies measures those that specifically apply to this 
project. 

A. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS-PART I Plan Check Phase (prior to permit 
issuance) 

1. Prior to the issuance of a Notice To Proceed (NTP) for a subdivision, or 
any construction permits, such as Demolition, Grading or Building, or 
beginning any construction-related activity on-site, the Development 
Services Department (DSD) Director's Environmental Designee (ED) 
shall review and approve all Construction Documents (CD), (plans, 
specification, details, etc.) to ensure the MMRP requirements are 
incorporated into the design. 

2. In addition, the ED shall verify that the MMRP Conditions/Notes that 
apply ONLY to the construction phases of this project are included 
VERBATIM, under the heading, "ENVIRONMENTAL/MITIGATION 
REQUIREMENTS." 

3. These notes must be shown within the first three (3) sheets of the 
construction documents in the format specified for engineering 
construction document templates as shown on the City website: 
http://www .sandiego. gov I development -services/industry/ standtemp. shtml 
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4. The TITLE INDEX SHEET must also show on which pages the 
"Environmental/Mitigation Requirements" notes are provided. 

5. SURETY AND COST RECOVERY- The Development Services 
Director or City Manager may require appropriate surety instruments or 
bonds from private Permit Holders to ensure the long-term performance or 
implementation of required mitigation measures or programs. The City is 
authorized to recover its cost to offset the salary, overhead, and expenses 
for City personnel and programs to monitor qualifying projects. 

B. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS-PART II Post Plan Check (After permit 
issuance/Prior to start of construction) 

1. PRE CONSTRUCTION MEETING IS REQUIRED TEN (10) 
WORKING DAYS PRIOR TO BEGINNING ANY WORK ON THIS 
PROJECT. The PERMIT HOLDER/OWNER is responsible to arrange 
and perform this meeting by contacting the CITY RESIDENT 
ENGINEER (RE) of the Field Engineering Division and City staff from 
MITIGATION MONITORING COORDINATION (MMC). Attendees 
must also include the Permit holder's Representative(s), Job Site 
Superintendent, and the following consultants: Qualified paleontological 
monitor, biological monitor, acoustician 

Note: Failure of all responsible Permit Holder's representatives and 
consultants to attend shall require an additional meeting with all 
parties present. 

CONTACT INFORMATION: 
a) The PRIMARY POINT OF CONTACT is theRE at the Field 

Engineering Division- 858-627-3200 
b) For Clarification ofENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS, 

applicant is also required to call RE and MMC at 858-627-3360 

2. MMRP COMPLIANCE: This Project, Project Tracking System (PIS) 
Number 402960 and/or Environmental Document Number 402960, shall 
conform to the mitigation requirements contained in the associated 
Environmental Document and implemented to the satisfaction of the 
DSD's Environmental Designee (MMC) and the City Engineer (RE). The 
requirements may not be reduced or changed but may be annotated (i.e., to 
explain when and how compliance is being met and location of verifying 
proof, etc.). Additional clarifying information may also be added to other 
relevant plan sheets and/or specifications as appropriate (i.e., specific 
locations, times of monitoring, methodology, etc. 

Note: Permit Holder's Representatives must alert RE and MMC if 
there are any discrepancies in the plans or notes, or any changes due 
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to field conditions. All conflicts must be approved by RE and MMC 
BEFORE the work is performed. 

3. OTHER AGENCY REQUIREMENTS: Evidence of compliance with 
all other agency requirements or permits shall be submitted to the RE and 
MMC for review and acceptance prior to the beginning of work or within 
one week of the Permit Holder obtaining documentation of those permits 
or requirements. Evidence shall include copies of permits, letters of 
resolution, or other documentation issued by the responsible agency: Not 
Applicable. 

4. MONITORING EXHIBITS: All consultants are required to submit, to 
RE and MMC, a monitoring exhibit on a llx17 reduction of the 
appropriate construction plan, such as site plan, grading, landscape, etc., 
marked to clearly show the specific areas including the LIMIT OF 
WORK, scope of that discipline's work, and notes indicating when in the 
construction schedule that work will be performed. When necessary for 
clarification, a detailed methodology of how the work will be performed 
shall be included. 

Note: Surety and Cost Recovery- When deemed necessary by the 
Development Services Director or City Manager, additional surety 
instruments or bonds from the private Permit Holder may be 
required to ensure the long-term performance or implementation of 
required mitigation measures or programs. The City is authorized to 
recover its cost to offset the salary, overhead, and expenses for City 
personnel and programs to monitor qualifying projects. 

5. OTHER SUBMITTALS AND INSPECTIONS: The Permit 
Holder/Owner's representative shall submit all required documentation, 
verification letters, and requests for all associated inspections to the RE 
and MMC for approval per the following schedule: 

DOCUMENT SUBMITTAL/INSPECTION CHECKLIST 

Document Submittal Associated Inspection! Approvals/Notes 

Consultant Qualification Letters Prior to Preconstruction Meeting 

Consultant Construction Monitoring 
Prior to or at Preconstruction Meeting 

Exhibits 

Biologist Limit of Work Verification Limit of Work Inspection 

Biology Reports Biology/Habitat Restoration Inspection 

Retaining Wall Verification Letter Retaining Wall Inspection 

Paleontology Reports Paleontology Site Observation 

Acoustical Reports Noise Mitigation Features Inspection 
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Traffic Traffic Reports Traffic Features Site Observation 

Waste Management Waste Management Reports Waste Management Inspections 

Bond Release Request for Bond Release Letter 
Final MMRP Inspections Prior to Bond Release 
Letter 

C. SPECIFIC MMRP ISSUE AREA CONDITIONS/REQUIREMENTS 

TRANSPORTATION 

1. Prior to Issuance of the first building permit, applicant shall make a 1.16 
percent fair share contribution towards the cost ofthe Mitigation No.2 at 4ih 
Street & Market Street of the Fifth Amendment to the Central Imperial 
Redevelopment Plan EIR, which is to restripe the intersection to provide for a 
separate northbound right-tum lane and a separate eastbound right-tum lane. 
Traffic signal should be modified to provide for right-tum overlap phasing for 
these right-turns, satisfactory to the City Engineer. 

2. Prior to Issuance of the first building permit, applicant shall make a 0.34 
percent fair share contribution towards the cost of the Mitigation No.4 at 47th 
Street & "A" Street of the Fifth Amendment to the Central Imperial 
Redevelopment Plan EIR, which is to restripe southbound approach to provide 
for a separate left-tum lane, satisfactory to the City Engineer. 

3. Prior to Issuance of the first building permit, applicant shall make a 0.90 
percent fair share contribution towards the cost of the Mitigation No. 5 at 
Euclid Avenue & Market Street of the Fifth Amendment to the Central 
Imperial Redevelopment Plan EIR, which is to provide for a separate 
southbound right-tum lane and an additional eastbound left-tum lane, 
satisfactory to the City Engineer. 

4. Prior to Issuance of the first building permit, applicant shall make a 2.84 
percent fair share contribution towards the cost ofthe Mitigation No. 6 at 
Imperial Avenue & 47th Street of the Fifth Amendment to the Central Imperial 
Redevelopment Plan EIR, which is to provide for a separate southbound 
right-tum lane and associated signal modification. This improvement shall 
also include the installation of a second westbound right-tum lane and 
associated signal modification along Imperial A venue between the Interstate-
80S (1-805) northbound (NB) on-ramp and 4ih Street, satisfactory to the City 
Engineer. 

5. Prior to Issuance of the first building permit, applicant shall make a 0.11 
percent fair share contribution towards the cost ofthe Mitigation No. 7 at 
Market Street (Euclid Avenue to 54th Street) of the Fifth Amendment to the 
Central Imperial Redevelopment Plan EIR, which is to construct the segment 
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to a 4-lane major classification, satisfactory to the City Engineer. 

6. Prior to Issuance of the first building permit, applicant shall make a 0.66 
percent fair share contribution towards the cost of the Mitigation No. 8 on 
Market Street (47th Street to Euclid A venue) of the Fifth Amendment to the 
Central Imperial Redevelopment Plan EIR, which is to restripe Market Street 
to provide for a 4-lane facility with striped center medians/left turn lanes, 
satisfactory to the City Engineer. 

7. Prior to Issuance of the first building permit, applicant shall make a 6.83 
percent fair share contribution towards the cost of the Mitigation No. 9 at 
Imperial Avenue & 1-805 southbound (SB) Ramps ofthe Fifth Amendment to 
the Central Imperial Redevelopment Plan EIR, which is to provide for dual 
southbound left-tum lanes and a single southbound right-tum lane and 
associated signal modification, satisfactory to the City Engineer. 

8. Prior to Issuance of the first building permit, applicant shall make a 0.61 
percent fair share contribution towards the cost of the Mitigation No. 10 at 
Euclid Avenue & State Route 94 (SR-94) eastbound (EB) Ramps ofthe Fifth 
Amendment to the Central Imperial Redevelopment Plan EIR, which is to 
install a continuous southbound merge lane/right tum lane along Euclid 
A venue from the SR 94 EB ramp to the Hilltop Drive intersection, satisfactory 
to the City Engineer. This will increase merging distance for eastbound to 
southbound right-tum movement, thus improve merging operations at this 
location. 

9. Prior to Issuance of the first building permit, applicant shall make a 0.79 
percent fair share contribution towards the cost of the Mitigation No. 11 on 
Euclid Avenue (SR-94 to Market Street) ofthe Fifth Amendment to the 
Central Imperial Redevelopment Plan EIR, which is to install raised medians 
and coordinate traffic signals along Euclid Avenue between SR-94 eastbound 
ramps and Market Street, satisfactory to the City Engineer. 

10. Prior to Issuance ofthe first building permit, applicant shall make a 0.90 
percent fair share contribution towards the cost of the Mitigation No. 13 on 
Imperial Avenue (San Jacinto Drive to Valencia Parkway) of the Fifth 
Amendment to the Central Imperial Redevelopment Plan EIR, which is to 
construct Imperial Avenue to a 4-lane major classification, satisfactory to the 
City Engineer. 

11. Prior to Issuance of the first building permit, applicant shall make a 2.12 
percent fair share contribution towards the cost of the Mitigation No. 14 on 
Imperial A venue (49th Street to Euclid A venue) of the Fifth Amendment to the 
Central Imperial Redevelopment Plan EIR, which is to construct a raised 
median, satisfactory to the City Engineer. 
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12. Prior to Issuance of the first building permit, applicant shall make a 0.11 
percent fair share contribution towards the cost of the Mitigation No. 15 on 
47th Street (Market Street to Imperial A venue) of the Fifth Amendment to the 
Central Imperial Redevelopment Plan EIR, which is to construct 47th Street to 
a 4-lane major classification., satisfactory to the City Engineer. 

NOISE 

Noi-1 Off-site Residential Use Noise Reduction: Prior to issuance of to any 
construction permit associated with the multi-use recreational building, outdoor 
splash pad, or southern parking lot the Owner/Permitee shall ensure the 
construction of a 6-foot -high sound attenuation barrier to ensure that daytime 
(7:00a.m. to 7:00p.m.) operational noise levels from the parking lot and Phase 1 
(temporary) playground or Phase 2 splash pad do not exceed 50 dBA. The 6-foot
high sound attenuation barrier shall be located along the southern boundary of the 
project site (between the project site and the residences located to the south of the 
project site). With the installation of the 6-foot-high sound attenuation barrier, 
exterior noise levels would be within acceptable levels (as identified per Table 6-1 
of approved Jackie Robinson YMCA Project Noise Impact Analysis, dated 
November 17, 2015), at the following at residential receiver locations as follows: 

a. Receiver 1 (R1)- Western Residence: 42 dBA at first story level 
b. Receiver 2 (R2)- Central Residence: 41.8 dBA at first story level 
c. Receiver 3 (R3)- Eastern Residence: 49.2 dBA at second story level 

Noi-2 Noise Barrier Specifications: The following specifications regarding the 
design of the required sound attenuation barriers shall be included on the 
building/construction plans and incorporated into the building design prior to 
issuance of any construction permit associated with the multi-use recreational 
building, outdoor splash pad, or southern parking lot. 

The Owner/Permitee shall ensure that the 6-foot-high sound attenuation barrier be 
constructed of a single, solid sound wall and shall have a height based on the 
finished grade of the noise source. The sound attenuation barrier shall be solid and 
constructed of masonry, wood, plastic, fiberglass, steel, or a combination of those 
materials, with no cracks or gaps through or below the wall. Any seams or cracks 
shall be filled or caulked. If wood is used, it may be tongue and groove and shall 
be at least one-inch thick or have a surface density of at least 3.5 pounds per 
square foot. Where architectural or aesthetic factors allow, glass or clear plastic 
may be used on the upper portion, if it is desirable to preserve a view. Sheet metal 
of 18-gauge (minimum) may be used, if it meets the other criteria and is properly 
supported and stiffened so that it does not rattle or create noise itself from 
vibration or wind. Any doors or gates shall be designed with overlapping closures 
on the bottom and sides and meet the minimum specifications of the wall 
materials described above. Any gate(s) shall be oB-4-inch or thicker wood, solid-
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sheet metal of at least 18-gauge metal, or an exterior-grade solid-core steel door 
with prefabricated doorjambs. 

Paleontological Resources 

I. Prior to Permit Issuance 
A. Land Development Review (LDR) Plan Check 

1. Prior to Notice to Proceed (NTP) for any construction 
permits, including but not limited to, the first Grading 
Permit, Demolition Plans/Permits and Building 
Plans/Permits, but prior to the first preconstruction 
meeting, whichever is applicable, the Assistant Deputy 
Director (ADD) Environmental designee shall verify that 
the requirements for Paleontological Monitoring have been 
noted on the appropriate construction documents. 

B. Letters of Qualification have been Submitted to ADD 
1. The applicant shall submit a letter of verification to 

Mitigation Monitoring Coordination (MMC) identifying 
the Principal Investigator (PI) for the project and the names 
of all persons involved in the paleontological monitoring 
program, as defined in the City of San Diego Paleontology 
Guidelines. 

2. MMC will provide a letter to the applicant confirming the 
qualifications ofthe PI and all persons involved in the 
paleontological monitoring ofthe project. 

3. Prior to the start of work, the applicant shall obtain 
approval from MMC for any personnel changes associated 
with the monitoring program. 

II. Prior to Start of Construction 
A. Verification of Records Search 

1. The PI shall provide verification to MMC that a site 
specific records search has been completed. Verification 
includes, but is not limited to a copy of a confirmation 
letter from the San Diego Natural History Museum, other 
institution or, if the search was in-house, a letter of 
verification from the PI stating that the search was 
completed. 

2. The letter shall introduce any pertinent information 
concerning expectations and probabilities of discovery 
during trenching and/or grading activities. 

B. PI Shall Attend Precon Meetings 
1. Prior to beginning any work that requires monitoring, the 

Applicant shall arrange a Precon Meeting that shall include 
the PI, Construction Manager (CM) and/or Grading 
Contractor, Resident Engineer (RE), Building Inspector 
(BI), if appropriate, and MMC. The qualified paleontologist 
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shall attend any grading/excavation related Precon 
Meetings to make comments and/or suggestions concerning 
the Paleontological Monitoring program with the 
Construction Manager and/or Grading Contractor. 
a) If the PI is unable to attend the Precon Meeting, the 

Applicant shall schedule a focused Precon Meeting 
with MMC, the PI, RE, CM or BI, if appropriate, prior 
to the start of any work that requires monitoring. 

2. Identify Areas to be Monitored - Prior to the start of any 
work that requires monitoring, the PI shall submit a 
Paleontological Monitoring Exhibit (PME) based on the 
appropriate construction documents (reduced to 11x17) to 
MMC identifying the areas to be monitored including the 
delineation of grading/excavation limits. The PME shall be 
based on the results of a site specific records search as well 
as information regarding existing known soil conditions 
(native or formation) . 

3. When Monitoring Will Occur 
a) Prior to the start of any work, the PI shall also submit a 

construction schedule to MMC through the RE 
indicating when and where monitoring will occur. 

b) The PI may submit a detailed letter to MMC prior to the 
start of work or during construction requesting a 
modification to the monitoring program. This request 
shall be based on relevant information such as review 
of final construction documents which indicate 
conditions such as depth of excavation and/or site 
graded to bedrock, presence or absence of fossil 
resources, etc., which may reduce or increase the 
potential for resources to be present. 

III. During Construction 
A. Monitor Shall be Present During Grading/Excavation/Trenching 

1. The monitor shall be present full-time during 
grading/excavation/trenching activities as identified on the 
PME that could result in impacts to formations with high 
and moderate resource sensitivity. The Construction 
Manager is responsible for notifying the RE, PI, and MMC 
of changes to any construction activities. 

2. The monitor shall document field activity via the 
Consultant Site Visit Record (CSVR). The CSVR's shall be 
faxed by the CM to the RE the first day of monitoring, the 
last day of monitoring, monthly (Notification of Monitoring 
Completion), and in the case of ANY discoveries. TheRE 
shall forward copies to MMC. 
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3. The PI may submit a detailed letter to MMC during 
construction requesting a modification to the monitoring 
program when a field condition such as trenching activities 
that do not encounter formational soils as previously 
assumed and/or when unique/unusual fossils are 
encountered, which may reduce or increase the potential for 
resources to be present. 

B. Discovery Notification Process 
1. In the event of a discovery, the Paleontological Monitor 

shall direct the contractor to temporarily divert trenching 
activities in the area of discovery and immediately notify 
the RE or BI, as appropriate. 

2. The Monitor shall immediately notify the PI (unless 
Monitor is the PI) of the discovery. 

3. The PI shall immediately notify MMC by phone of the 
discovery, and shall also submit written documentation to 
MMC within 24 hours by fax or email with photos of the 
resource in context, if possible. 

C. Determination of Significance 
1. The PI shall evaluate the significance of the resource. 

a) The PI shall immediately notify MMC by phone to 
discuss significance determination and shall also submit 
a letter to MMC indicating whether additional 
mitigation is required. The determination of 
significance for fossil discoveries shall be at the 
discretion of the PI. 

b) If the resource is significant, the PI shall submit a 
Paleontological Recovery Program (PRP) and obtain 
written approval from MMC. Impacts to significant 
resources must be mitigated before ground disturbing 
activities in the area of discovery will be allowed to 
resume. 

c) If resource is not significant (e.g., small pieces of 
broken common shell fragments or other scattered 
common fossils) the PI shall notify the RE, or BI as 
appropriate, that a non-significant discovery has been 
made. The Paleontologist shall continue to monitor the 
area without notification to MMC unless a significant 
resource is encountered. 

d) The PI shall submit a letter to MMC indicating that 
fossil resources will be collected, curated, and 
documented in the Final Monitoring Report. The letter 
shall also indicate that no further work is required. 

IV. Night and/or Weekend Work 
A. If night and/or weekend work is included in the contract 
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1. When night and/or weekend work is included in the 
contract package, the extent and timing shall be presented 
and discussed at the precon meeting. 

2. The following procedures shall be followed: 
a) No Discoveries- In the event that no discoveries were 

encountered during night and/or weekend work, The PI 
shall record the information on the CSVR and submit to 
MMC via fax by 8AM on the next business day. 

b) Discoveries - All discoveries shall be processed and 
documented using the existing procedures detailed in 
Sections III - During Construction. 

c) Potentially Significant Discoveries - If the PI 
determines that a potentially significant discovery has 
been made, the procedures detailed under Section III -
During Construction shall be followed. 

d) The PI shall immediately contact MMC, or by 8AM on 
the next business day to report and discuss the findings 
as indicated in Section Ill-B, unless other specific 
arrangements have been made. 

B. If night work becomes necessary during the course of construction 
1. The Construction Manager shall notify the RE, or BI, as 

appropriate, a minimum of 24 hours before the work is to 
begin. 

2. TheRE, or BI, as appropriate, shall notify MMC 
immediately. 

C. All other procedures described above shall apply, as appropriate. 
V. Post Construction 

A. Preparation and Submittal of Draft Monitoring Report 
1. The PI shall submit two copies of the Draft Monitoring 

Report (even if negative), prepared in accordance with the 
Paleontological Guidelines which describes the results, 
analysis, and conclusions of all phases of the 
Paleontological Monitoring Program (with appropriate 
graphics) to MMC for review and approval within 90 days 
following the completion of monitoring. 
a) For significant paleontological resources encountered 

during monitoring, the Paleontological Recovery 
Program shall be included in the Draft Monitoring 
Report. 

b) Recording Sites with the San Diego Natural History 
Museum - The PI shall be responsible for recording (on 
the appropriate forms) any significant or potentially 
significant fossil resources encountered during the 
Paleontological Monitoring Program in accordance 
with the City's Paleontological Guidelines, and 
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submittal of such forms to the San Diego Natural 
History Museum with the Final Monitoring Report. 

2. MMC shall return the Draft Monitoring Report to the PI for 
revision or, for preparation of the Final Report. 

3. The PI shall submit the revised Draft Monitoring Report to 
MMC for approval. 

4. MMC shall provide written verification to the PI ofthe 
approved report. 

5. MMC shall notify theRE or BI, as appropriate, of receipt 
of all Draft Monitoring Report submittals and approvals. 

B. Handling of Fossil Remains 
1. The PI shall be responsible for ensuring that all fossil 

remains collected are cleaned and catalogued. 
2. The PI shall be responsible for ensuring that all fossil 

remains are analyzed to identify function and chronology as 
they relate to the geologic history of the area; that faunal 
material is identified as to species; and that specialty 
studies are completed, as appropriate. 

C. Curation of fossil remains: Deed of Gift and Acceptance 
Verification 
1. The PI shall be responsible for ensuring that all fossil 

remains associated with the monitoring for this project are 
permanently curated with an appropriate institution. 

2. The PI shall include the Acceptance Verification from the 
curation institution in the Final Monitoring Report 
submitted to the RE or BI and MMC. 

D. Final Monitoring Report(s) 
1. The PI shall submit two copies of the Final Monitoring 

Report to MMC (even if negative), within 90 days after 
notification from MMC that the draft report has been 
approved. 

2. The RE shall, in no case, issue the Notice of Completion 
until receiving a copy of the approved Final Monitoring 
Report from MMC which includes the Acceptance 
Verification from the curation institution. 
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PRCf'OSlD BROOKS SOX • 

PROPOSlD ROOF' CRAIH • .. ..... . ............. .. .. . . 

PRCPOSI:Df1A'[H'n)fl.f.NT . • 

GENERAL NOTES: 

1. PRIOR TO ISSUANCE OF ANY ~STRIJCnOH PERIIIT, THE O'IINERjPERWTEE g.tAt.L ENTER NTO A 
IIAINTENANCE AGREEWENT fOR THE C»>CONC PERUAH(NT BUP IIAINTEHAHC£, SAnSJ'ACTOAY TO lM£. 
OTY ENGINEER. 

2. PRIOR TO ISSUANCE OF ANY COfSTR\ICTION Pt:iaUT, THE DIWER/P£JtUITEE SHALL INCORPORATE ANY 
CONSTRUCTION B£.51 \IANACOIEHT AAJ.CTIC[S H(CESSARY TO CONPI.Y WITH CHAPT'Elt 1•, ARTIQ.E , 
DI\1\SIOt 1 {CRAOINC AECI.LATIONSJ OF THE SAN DIECO YJHIOPAL CODE, INTO 'niE COisntuCTION 
PlAHS OR SPEOFICATIOHS. 

3. D£'4l.a'WOIT C1f THIS PROJ(CT SH.W. COWP\.T All IIEo.AMlol£.'1TS CF STAT( WATER RESOURCES 
CONTROL 90AAO (Sl'IRCSJ ~NO. 2009-0009 0'110 AHO THE 5-'H DIEGO A(GIONAL WAltR OUAUTT 
COtHRO .. BOARD (SDR'MXS) OAO[A 110. 2007-001, WASTE CISCHAAa: Rf.:OUIIOI!HTS fOR DISOWIGtS 
OF STOAW WATER RUNOfT AS'SOOATED 'MTH CONSJ'RUC'TION "'Cli\1\TY, ,.._ 

•- PRIOR TO ISSUANct OF ANY CDISTAUCTION PERt.ttT, 'IH£ O'IIN£R/P[A¥tTEE g.tALL INCOAPOR"'TE AHO 
• SHOW THE l'TP[ NolO lOCATION OF All POST-CONSTRUCTION BEST IIANACDIENT PRACTIC[S {BWP'1) 

ON lkE fiNI\L CONSTRUCTION OAA'MHCS, COHSISTEHT 'MTH TH:E APPROVED WAl[R OUAUTY TEOiNCAL 
REPORT, • 

~ NO OIISTAuCTlON INCUJDINC LNIOSCAP!NC OR SOU) WAllS H THE ..,StaiUTY AREA SNAI..L O:c:tEO 3 
fEETIHHE!QtT. 

6. PRO\IIDE IIUUliNC AOORESS lfJU&E:RS. \4SIBl.E AND U:Clk.E fORU THE SlR'[£1' OR ROAD fROHT1)((; 111( 
PROPOtTY P£R FliPS PQJCY P-CI0-6. 

7. PROVID£ nR£ ACC:SS ~OAOWAY SIQIS OR RED OJR8 IN ACCOAOAHCE 'MTH OtPS POUCT A-DO-l. 

a. POST INOICATOR VAL\'ES. f'ftE llEPARNEHT C()N.I[CllONS, A.'ID Al.AR\1 8nL ARE TO BE lOCATED ON 
THE ADDAESS/ACC[SS SIJE OF Sll!UC'IVRE. 

i . AOWNC CATE NORTH OF l'\ICA WAT CU.-0(-SAC TO RD.I-'!N OPOI OUR!NC AU HOURS OF BUSJNESS.. 

FLOOD NOTE: 
THE SITE U(S WitHIN Z~E "A£", SPtCW. FlOOO H"'ZARO AREAS tHUNDAT£0 BY THE lOG-~ FlOOO, 
WHCRE THE BASE FlOOO ElEVA nON HAS BaN D£'TE'AiUN(D, ZONE Y. AREAS or 500-"Tt.AA FlOOO: AREAS 
or 1CIO-'ItAR FlOOD 'MTH AVER-'CE DEPTHS C1f l£S$ THAH 1 fOOT OR 'MTH DRAINAGE AAEA5 U:SS 'niAN I 
SQUARE W1.[; AHO AREAS PAOTECTID BT \L'o'([S ntOU TH~ 100--~ FlOOO, AHD 20NE •r, OTHER ARtAS 
OETEfU,ItHm TO BE OUTSIOE 'THE 500--\'t.Ut f\.OOOPI.AIH, AS IODIWl(D BY THE fOUO'MNC JI.IJ>: NATIOHAL 
FlOOO lo'r.iURNia: PROGRAW fl.OOO INSl.IRNfCE ltATt; .UAP (Flnl) SAN DI[CO COUNTY, t.wrORHA AND 
INCORPOftAllD AII:EAS PANQ. 190J OF 2375 w.P HUII8£R 0607.Xl!Kil f En:tCTM: OAT£: ..IJHE 1!1. 1997 
fEDEftAL DoiEACEHCT IIANACEJI.ENT ACEHCT. 

TOPOGRAPHY SOURCE: 
f'l.OYoH ToPO RECD'4D FROW: 
PAQ.£CT DESICN CONSULTANTS 
0H f'EBAUAitT !1, 2012 
Poe ..oe NO. 2Jn.oo 

LID DETAILS 

"'""' 

BENCHMARK: 
~111P£RIALA\'ENU( 
AND 'fiEST' STREET (SE.BP) 
NOATHr-IG: 1!166, EASTING: 171!17 
EU:Y-78.272 
DAlUI.I:....Y...SJ.... 

-PLANTING PEA OTT OF SAN O!£CO APPAO\fUI PAl£Tl'[ 

-SOil lllX P(lt OTY OF SAN OIECO UD UANUAL 

- TI1E trn:CnVE AR£.4 Of 'niE 8AStN $)l.W. BE LE\'El AND HAS BEEN SIZED B"'SEO ON 
CWNTY WIDE UO SllE CALCULATOR O('tf;I.CP£0 8T BROWN AND C....l.OWEU. (SEE WOTR) 

PRIVATE BIORETENTION CELL DETAIL 

WATER METER NOTE: 
If A Y OR LARCER I.I[TEJt IS REOI.lREO fOR 
'THISPAD..ECT, 'n1EO'I'IN£A/P[RI.ITTE£SH.W. 
CONSTRUCT THE NEW UETER AND PRIVATE 
BACXfLOW OE~CE 0H SITE, ABOVE CRWND, 
'M'ni!N AN AOEOUATEI.Y SIZED WATER EASE.UENT, 
tN "' IIANN[A SAnSf'ACTOAY TO T'HE PUBLIC 
UllUnEs DIRECTOR AND THE OTT DICINEER 

VICINITY MAP 
~ 
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APN 
547-270-02 

APN 
547-270-03 

.. --·· .. 

PRELIMINARY SITE PLAN - PHASE II 

JACKIE ROBINSON YMCA 

,:-::.:;; 

APN . 
_547'7280-25 

;: 

SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 

,.-,,.·. 

APN 
547-280-29 

RECREATION BUILDING 

=~ 

.~;~, APN '''.;: ; 

547-280-22 '":--

.·-···.: 

\_' 

I HEREBY 0£Q.AA£ 'll1A T I AW 'THE ENGIN£ER OF 'M!RK HIA 
N<; PAOJECT, lltAl I H.\VE EX£ROSCO RUI'ONSIOU: CHAAC( 
O\.£R THE OESIQ.I at TH£ PRO.£CT AS D(nN(O 1H SECTION 
117QJ Of Ttl£ BUSINESS NIO PROf'ESSIOHS COOE. AHD THAT 
Ttl( OESICN IS CONSISTENT 'MTH CURREHT ST...,..OAAOS. 

liAUCE"-IlOBERfSON-RCE~El!P~I 

\\ 
. \ ~ 

PERMEABLE FIELD AREAS 
NOT TO~ 

GRADING TABULAilON -PHASE 2 
TOTAl AIICJMT Of SIT'[ TO 8E 10RADED; 
AREA z.1.:&l!ES., :1 (»'" ' TOTAL SITE _,U_. 

TOTAL EARTHWORK- PHASE 2 
CUTooNOHE 
nLJ.•7,000C1' 
NET • 7.000CTlliPOIU-

PHASE 2 PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

4-P£RfOAAttD~
OAAINS TO CONN£CnOH 
cunrr PaNTS 

PitAS{ TWO at Ttt£ PRG.I:CT 'IIU. PRO\Ul[ A 12.1504 S.r. POOl DtQ.OSURt. 
1,!09 SI. P00. EOI.II'l601T 9UI.DINC. 1,280 S.f. T'MJ-STORT COHa:SSIONS 
8\ltUl!NC, 424 s.r. 10\'Y STORAGt BULDtNC. 201 S.f. FI£1.D STORACe 
8Uit.DINC AHO 202 S.f. POOl STORACE IIUI~G. !'MAS( two at lliE 
PRO.£CT 'MU. ALSO IHQ.UO[ N(W OU'IDOOR llAU nD..Ds, A NEW OUTDOOR 
SOCCER loii[NA AND A HEW OUTDOOR !~PLASH P.o\0, IH ESSEN bALLY lliE 
SAllE LOCAnON AS CURRENTLY LOCA1t0. 

PRELIMINARY GRADING 
AND DRAINAGE PLAN 

PHASE II -t.~- " -··-· 
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EXISTING CONOI TIONS PLAN 

JACKIE ROBINSON YMCA 
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 

,'::.•, 

1 ' :'r----,.----.--j 

-:.;r 
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~- . 

' ,, 

;. 

' 

COUNT'f OF S~ DIEGO~ CITY OP SAN DIECO 

~ . ~ 
X.20 

YMCA WAY- EXISTING• 
(PUIIUC) 

NOT TO 5C.I.l[ 

..... 
547-280-2J 

"Sf[ SHEO 001.1.0 FOR PROPOSED SURfACE INPRO~TS 

I HEREBY OEa..AAE lliAT I Alol 1HE ElfQHEDt OF ..a;tK FOR 
THIS PROLCT, lMAT I HA\£ [X[ROSEO RESPONSIBLE owtGE 
OVER TlfE OESCH OF ThE PRo.£CT AS OUlH(O IN SECnON 
&703 Of" 1HE 81J9NESS AND PROf"tSSIONS COOE. A.NO ~AT . 
'!liE 0£9GN IS COHSISTENT 'Mn4 OJilUHT STAHOAROS. 
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DEfv10LI liON PLAN 

JACKIE ROBINSON YMCA 
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 

DEMOLmON NOTES: 
CD EXJ.SnHC !IUI.t»>C TO & ROIO'o'ED AND OISPOS( or aT-snt (PHASE •l 

(!) EXISnHG POet. TO BE AOIO'o'ED AND DISPOSE CS orr-SITE (PHAS[ 1) 

Q) EXISTING F!HCE TO BE ROIOVEO ANO DISPOSED OF OFT-SIT[ {PHASE I} 

@ EXISllNG lREE TO 8( ROIO\£D (PHASE I) -

@ EXISTlNC P:WU..G LOT TO BE ROUMD (PHASE 1) 

{!) D:IST'ING" ClJR8, GIJTl[Jf »10 g()[WAIJ( TO BE fiuO'I'ED (PHASE 1) 

(D DCISliNC socaR nnD TO BE ROICM:D AND DISPOS£ fS OFT-Sil'E (PHASE 1) 
@ EXI!>TIHG 8ASI<t11!AU. COJRTTO BE IEII<MD (PHASE 1) • • 

® AU. OI!>TIHC PARX!NC .. ttl STOPS TO 8E RD.IQIIED AHO SAI..VAC(O (PHASE I) 

@I OlSTIHG UQH PQ.£ 10 8[ REt.IO'o'EO AHO SAlVAC[Q {PHAS£ 1) 

@ D:IS'l\NG Pmi£Jt f!'a.£ .t CUY 'tii&R£ TO B£ Rf:UIM:o AND SALVACm (PHASl !) 
@ EXISllNG OYO!I€AO El.£ClRlCAl TO 8( UNDERGROUND (PHASE 1) 

@ ElciSTING SEY£R loi~HOl! TO BE PROT(CltD ~ PLACE 

@ EXI~G SE'IIER \INN TO BE PROTECTED 1M f'I.AC( 

@ DISTlNG IIATDt 1111»1 TO BE PROTECT!D lH Pl..Act. 
@) CUSnHG WATER IUHfOI..[, !MV£ VAL\'[., V.-.ut.T TO lit: l'ftQT[CT£1) 1H Pl.AC£ 

@ EXISliHG ATT CABLE aox To 9£ PRoTtcltD IN PLACE 

@ EXISllNG UHDERCRCilMO EUC. .t: lEL£ TO BE PROTECTED IN PI..ACE 

@) DISllHC P\.U &OX TO 8£ PROTECTED IN PlJ,C[ 

@ EXISTlNGTli'AFf'ICSICNALTOBEPROltCTEDIHPI.ACt 

@ 01SliHC Pf:DESTRIAH RANP TO BE PROTtcrio IN PlACE 

@ £XISnNC 0tAJNUHIC FDfCE TO tl£ PROTECT£0 t1 PLACE 

@ EXISTING PlA'I'GROUNO [OW'Iot:ENT TO BE RE.WO\m AHO SAlVAGED {PHASE I) 

ifil A.C. PA-.£1.1DIT, CONCR[T[ SECTION TO BE REJ.I0'>'£.0 {PHASE 1} , 

@ £XISTINC WATER BAO<f\.OWPREVENTER TO BE- ROIOY£D ANO SALVAC(O .{PHASE 1) 

@ £XIS1\NC UCHT POl£ TO Bt PROTECTED iN PlACE 

@ £XISTING rrNC£ TO BE RtloiOYro .UO 11SP0SED OF OfT-SIT( {PHASE Z) 

@ £XISTING 8ASX£TBAU. COURT TO 8t ROIOVED ANO DISPOSED or OfT-SITE (PHASE 2) 

@ DISTIHG soc:a:R f1Q.D TO II£ R(l.IOVEO AND OISJ'OSE.D OF OfT-SITE {PHASE l) 

Q!} EXISl\NG POWER Ptt.[ 10 8t PRDTtCTED IN Pl..ACE 

@) D1STIHG rulE Hl1)RAHT TO Bt RElOCATED (PHASE 1) 

@ EXISTING BASEBALl fl£1.0 10 9£ REI.IOYEO AIC) DISPOSED Of' OfT-Silt {PHASE l) 

@ EXISllHC PAWfC 10 ROI0\'£0 rROI.I lloiPEihAI.. AVE 
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SOUTH ELEVATION 
MAIN BUILDING 

SOUTH ELEVATION 
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Landscape Concept Plan 

Unenclosed parking spaces 
Utility Easement not shaded by 

(19 spaces affected 
216 total spaces= 8.8% 

with solar panels (typ. symbol) 
Note: No trees planted 

where solar panels 
would be shaded 

Utility easement- all trees 
min. 1 0' from utility lines 

Existing native vegetation 
to remain 

Planting per Chollas Creek 
plans (bydroseed mix: r~··•·· ,---:;~77;f--,.:._ 

Sage Bank cover) 

PARCEL 1 

-'t-'t\T'r-t!--.--Bench seating 

1--fj~~~~~tJ --'rf'rtl+lrt.--- Permeable pavers accent area 

.\11;1-/t-\--Min. 5' ht. tubular steel fence 

6' min. ht. chain link perimeter fence 

Native plant garden with 
identification signage 

Min. 5' ht. tubular steel vehicular 
access gates and fence 

Min. 5' ht. chain link fence 

HJ!'-o· -~T l71N 
Scale 1"=30' w 

NORm 

.._...,. 
Clr1Qi'ld DnnrhG Date~ 
R.--islons: lf=t'=2t?t!f 
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Landscape Legend and Notes 

STANpARI? LANDSCAPE NOTES 

I • ...U. ~H"e ND ~6AT10H ~ GOtPOFI:M TO nt!: 
STAND~ t7 Tie GITY..f't!C'e ~ ~TION9 N-a:) 

Tie e!Tr" ~ e.ArH D~ LAND~ MANIAL 
~ ~TNCI'AAJ:)S ~ALL OT1ER L..ANC'SCN"e !~rELATED 
GITY AHD JOZ610tW. STNCJ~Rta 

2. IRRliS'ATION. .AN IRRleloAT10N SYSTEM~ ee ~ A!/!1 
~~ FOR~ fRRI6ATION, tlEVB..OI"'MEN NO 
t-WN1'ENAHGe "" ne V'e6eTAT10tl ne De~6N t:JF ne S'T"!>'TEH 
stWJ. f'ROVIce ~re ~ P'OR ne ~AnON 
OOU!GlEI>. 

9. MAl~, ""-1.. ~~ON THIS PI..AN9HALL 
Be MAINTAI~ B"r' ne SJS.Ile9S ot'feil. 'T'te ~ 
NtV.S !HALL ee KePT P"tQ!!! Of' UTT1!R NO Pmlt!S AND AU. 
f'l.AHT MA'TSUAL etW..L EE MAIHT.4li'ED IN A ~THY~ 
GCNDITlOM. C>leeAeet> OR~ A.Ntr MA~ 51-W.L. E1e 
~Tl~AeTORll.Y 'TJirZ!AT!!D OR~ pelt T1e GONDITtote 
ClflnEFERMIT. 

IRRI<SATION NOTES 

nE IRR.16AT10N $'!"'STEM ~ Be l:'el6f'C TO N"f''1FFJ:} Of"TlM.H 
~I"""R11e!5t.JIIIFIQRTCif"f'I..Nn'6ROW1lf.'Tle'~ 
rGLL JoeeT ne M'TER pzQJJ~ I'"OR ne ~ll!:D f'l...AHT 
MAT!RlAI.. NO )'tn!IN TH!!! 6NeN 
f'I...Nm~ NIJ9a. ne Dei6H HU.. T~ INTO c:.oN9~TfON 
ne T'YP"e OP ~ ne SYSTEM )'ILL AA~ ne IRRl6ATION 
SYSTEM )'ILL ee DES/&tED Y'UTH fleSPEGT TO M"TER 
GOM!eRVAT10N.. IMJ6AT10H ~ SfALL l!le ~ J"ffR 
MAXIH.H GC\IERA6e Jo"Cml L.a1-6ALJ..t::INA6e AND PFIZGrPITATIOH 
QJALITI!!!!J. 1M!! lfiRI6AT10N &~T&f ~ Ell!! A N..LY 
~TIG 5Y'STEM He J6 HAl~ 16 P05!51BI..l!. 
111!! MA~ I"''R ne S'T'!tl&f NLL !!1e Of' AN ~y 
~ NA.~ AND rtLL HAve REM ~'IE> P'OR reAR 
~STANGe Ale LONS Uf'e. ne ~SYSTEM~ ee 
DESI6tED I'"OR eASe CP MAIH'l"EHANGe. "'-1. L..AND5GN'e NO 
IRRI6ATION 5fAI..l.. GOtf"'ffof TO 'Tie 5TNC~ at- Tie 
GIT'Yl'CIC!! ~ JeSC.LATlote AND floe~ 
5TNCIAAJ:)S AND ALL Dneit ~APe IIU9.ATED GtTY .AND 
RE610H.'<L 5TANI:7J«CC5. A SB'ARA'TE IRRl6AT10N ~'TER 
t-ereR !HAU. el'! lleTAIJ..I!D 
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LANDSCAPE CONCE 
• <;. 

!< 

9D 12D 

1 " -30'~ 

TRAILAUG~ENT 
VARIES PER 

EXISTING CotOTIONS 

PLANTING LEGEND: 
CONTAit£R P\.ANTS - COASTAL SAGE BAt« rorJER 

EPIL.OBIUM~CANJM 
MUH...EteERGIARIGENS 
SOUOM>O VELllllNA CAUFORNCA 

BACCHAAIS PILULARIS 'PIGEON PT.' 
HETEROMELES ARBUTlFCJUA 
MALOSMALAURIN'. 
RHAMMJS CAUFORNICA 'tim..E SUR' 

CAUFORNA FUCHSIA, 1 GAL. 
OEERGRASS 1 GAL. 
CAUFORMA GOlDE~ 1 GAL 

r:INAAFCOYOTE.BUSH SGAL 
TOYON SGAL 
lAUREL $\MAC S GAL 
r:INAAF C.A. COFFEEBCRRY 5 GAL 

-- HYORQSEED MIX I ·COASTAL SAGE BANI( COVER 

APPUCA liON RATE: 2.000 POlJMlS OF BOIII>EO FIBER MUlCH WITH 20-30 TOTAL 
POUtDS OF SEED PER ACRE 
SEED TYPE BELDW: 

ARTEh'ISLA CAUFOFWCA 
ARTEJ.ISLA DOUGlASW... 
BACCtWUS PILUI.ARIS 'PIGEON PT.' 
IVA'"""'YES~ 
MIMUUJS ALRANTlACUs 
MUH..EfeERGIA RIGENS 
RHAMNUS CAUFORNiCA 'IJTrt..E SIR 
RISES VIBURNFOUUM 

co,t.STALSAGEBRUSH 
CAUFORIM MUGWORT 
r:NVAAF COYOTE BUSH 
SAN DIEGO MARSH ELOER 
STICKY MONKEYFlOWER 
OEERGRA.SS 
r:1NARF C.A. COFFEE BERRY 
EVERGREEN CIAmA.NT 

PROJECT OVERVIEW 
ntS SEGMEm' Of Tt£ CHOLI.AS CREEK TAIL a£ GINS ON IMPERIALAVEMJE WEST OF THE JACKIE R061NSON YMCA AND 
EX-reNDS NORTH OF Tt£ YNK;A £hONG A.Tn£ 1-«lSRIGHTOFWAY. Tt£ TRAIL CRf.AiES PASSIVE RECREAllotW.. SPACE 
ALONG Tt£ CREEK CORRIDOR WJTI-IINA 20 FOOT EtNIRONMENTAL S~ FROMniE CREEK RIM. 'NHEN POSSII!l.£, A LOW 
WATER NA11VE CREEKKIISITAT P\ANTlNG SO£ME BUFFERS Tt£ TRAn.. FROM Tl£JR YMCA. PlANTS WERE PRIMARILY 
SEL£cn::O TO BE LOWER GRCM1NG AND SI-OA.O BE PlANTED IN SW!U. MASSES. LOW STABIUZING GROUNJCOVER IS 
PI..ANTEO INAOOITION TO StflUBS, Tt£ USE OF SOLAR PAN:LS CNER 1l£ WESiERlY PARI<JNGAR£1. OOES NOT 1tll0WFOR 
TREE PI.ANllNG, HOWEVER, THE USE OF ACOLA.E lARGER PLANT SP!:CIES {TOYON,lA~El SUPMC) HAVE BEEN 
INCORPORATID TO EMIAATCA HGHER CANOPY HEIGHTTH\TWIU. NOT SHADe Tt£ sotAR PANELS. lHS TRAIL IS 
SEPARATED WITH A DECORA.TTVE PNEL CABLE RAIL FENCING USEOATOTt£R TRAIL SEGMENT'S OF CHOUAS CREEK TO 
GEN£AAT1NGC1VERAU. UNFORMITY. WESTERLY PORTJONS OF EXISTING YMCA FEH::ING HAS BCEN SHFTEO TO AU.OWFOR 
CONTIGUOUS TRAILACCC:SS 'MIL£ WJNTAININQ SCPARATlON INTO Tt£ PROP£RT'f.INTERPRE1JVE SIGAAGE. BENCHES, 
OVERI-EAO LIGHTlNG, WASTE Rf~PTActE.S ANOACCESSIBIUTY HAS BEEN INCORPORATED TO THE TRAIL WERE POSSIBLE. 

IRRIGATION 
THE Pt.AN11NO AREA ALONG lHE SOUTH SlOE OF THE NEW TRAIL 'WILL BE IIWGAiED'MTH POTABlE WATER USING AN 
AUT'OW.T1C IRRIGATION SYSTEMANlACClRATELY PROGRAWNI.Bl.E CONlROU.ER. TO CONSERVE WA'TER, tRRIGAllON 
SYSTEMS StW.l BE OESIGt£0 'MTH MP-ROTATOR SPRAY~ WITH EFAQENT l-EAD 10 t-e.0 COVERAGE. Tt£ 
SELECTED SPRAY HEADS 'MLL vnuz.e LOW PRECIPITATlON RATES TO Mt-IMZE RI.N)FF, IMXJWM THEAMOI.M' OFWA"TER 
ABSORBING DEEP ltfl'O THE SOIL PROFILE ANO ROOT ZONES, lHE IRRIGAllON SYSTEMS ALSO INCI.IXIEO ISOlATION 
VAJ..VES, REMOTE CONTROL VAJ..VES 'MlH CHECK VALVES, QUCK couPlERS, BACK FLOW PREVENTER, carnw. 
CONTROU.ERWITH RAIN SENSOR, fMIN. ANJ lATERAL. UIIES. ll£SE IRRIGATION SYSTEMS WilL BE DESIGIIEO TO 
A~TE THE SELECTED PlANT W.TERW..S, SrTE CONOillONS, CONSTRAINTS ANDMEETVt1TH All. COlM'Y ANOCfTY 
REatAREMENTS. 

MAINTENANCE 
THE OWNERI'PERKtlEE 6tw.J.. BE. RES PONS ISLE FOR n-tE IMI~ Of' AlllANDSC.V'E IMPROVEMENTS St«:M'NON 
THE APPROVED PlANS, INCI..LDNG INn£ RlGHT~.WAY, CONSISTENT'MTHTI-£ I.AN)SCAPE STANDARDS UN..ESS 
l.ONGo TERM WJNl'ENANCE OF SAID I.At<IJSCAPING WILL BE lHE. RESPONSIEIUlY OF THE 1.AN0SCAPE JMINTeCANCE 
DISTRICT OR OTI-ER APPROVEOEHTTTY. AU. REQUIRED I.AtOiCAPE S~ BE IMINTAit£DINA DISEASE, 'NEED AND UTTER 
FREE cotDTION. SEVERE PRUNNG OR ~PPioo-OF TREES IN NOT PERNITTEO. LOCKS FOR THE MAINTENANCE GATE 
SHAll. BE Em£R KNOX PAD LOCI<S OR NON.CASE 1-MCENED ~WAY PADLOCKS CAPAa.E OF BEING ClJTwrTH ARE 
DEPARTMENT BOLT CUTTERS, 

CHOLLAS CREEK FENCING 

TYP. 

CHOUASCACTUSCUT..QUT, 3)'
GAPMIN. 
t THCK CORTEN STEEL PAt.EL 

PAN t RAD.A.U. COWEX CORNERS 
35" CIJTOUTUKTS 

END POST 
L..SJ-W>EO BRACKET WELOEO TO 
PANS.. REAR · SEE SECTIONS 

CORTEN STEEl PANEL OPllONS Wln-1 CHOI.1A CACTUS CUTOUT 
NOTES: 

1. CUSTOM PANELS AS MANU'"ACTUREO BY FABRI~TIONARTS (819-232-&le7) OR APPROVED EQUAL. 
2. ROTATE & MIRROR PAIIEL.S TO PROVIDE FOUR DIFFERENT OPTIONS (SEE PANEL. ALTERNATE lAYOVTS). REPEAT 

PATTERN TlflOUGHOliT LENGTH OF FENCE. 
3. AU. PN£1. EDGES SIW.L BE SANDED SMOOTH ANJ FREE OF S~ EDGES, 
4. AU. CACTUS CVT~ SHAU.BE. SALVAGED, SAN>EDANO FREE OF S~ EDGES. 

TX 1"GALVAMZEOSTEEL 
TUBING INTERMEDATE POST 
OJ2"MIN.WALllHCKNESS 

i\"[)(A. STAIM..ESSSTEElCABL£ 

CABlE RAIL FENCE 'MlH CUSTOM PNELS -ELEVATION 
NOTES: 

T SQ. GALVANZEOSTEEl 
TU81NGTOPRAIL.0.120" 

MIN. WALL 1HCKt£SS 

LEO RAJL..UGHT, TWO 
UGHTSPERPAt£1.. 

1. CABlE TOBE 1 X 19, lYPE 316STAIIILESSSTEELCABLE BY UllRA·TEC ('CREIAS2)0RAf>PROVEDEQUAL 
2. ELEVEN. EQLW..LY SPACEOCASLES ATTACHED TO END POSTS 'MlH INVISIWARE FTTTINGS BY WAGNER 

rN"f«'/.WAGNERCOMPANES.COM)ORAPPROVED EQUAL AU. GAPS SHALL BE LESS THAN~ OIA.INSTAI...LACCORDING lO 
MAMJFACTURER"S SPE.CIRCA.TIONS. 

3. UGHTING TO BE h'ICROSTAR LED RAILUGHT IN 316 STAINLESS STEEL HOUSING ('tMW.MICROSTARUGHT.COM) OR 
APPROVED EQUAL COlOR:'MillE.INSTA.U. PER IMNUFAC"NRER AKl ELECTRICAL ENGINEER. 

CA8l..E RAIL FENCE !V!1lH OR 'MlHOl/THANJRAIL) ·ELEVATION 

VARIES 

~ HYOROSEEDMIX2·BW'8ASIN 

,·.·, • '. APPUCA110NRA.TE:2.000POI.IM)S0F90NDEDABERMULCHWilH20-30TOTAL 
POUNDS OF SEED PER ACRE 
SEED lYPE BELOW: 

CAREX PRAEGRACIUS RELD SEDGE 
.u«:US MCXICANUS MEXICAN RUSH 
lEYMUS CONOENSATVS 'CYN. PRINCE' CANYON PRINCE WILD RYE 
l£YMUS TRfTICOIOES CREEPING WilD RYE 
lott.'A.A.US CAROINAUS SCARLET MONEKYFLOWER 
MUH..EteERG&A RIGENS OEERGRASS 
SOUCAGO VELUm~ CAUFOf!NCA CAUFORNA GOLDENROD WAANIHC 

0 ' 
~ 
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Southeastern San Diego Planning Group 
*Draft* Minutes 

Monday, 11th of January 2016,6:00 pm 
Neighborhood House, 841 S. 41st Street, San Diego, CA 92113 

Contact: http://www.southeastemsd.org tomfuller@live.com 619-888-3242 

Chair: Thomas D. Fuller 
Vice Chair: Jim Brown 

Secretary: Chelsea Klaseus 
Treasurer: Patricia Duenas 

1. Call to order (6:17pm) and introductions. Members Present: Tom Fuller, Robert Leif, 
Susan Leif, Steve Veach, Louise Torio, Xavier Aguirre, Jamie Capella, Chelsea Klaseus 

2. Adopt the Agenda. R. Leif/Capella MSC 8-0-0 

3. Meeting Minutes Review and Approval: Carry over for the months of May 2015 and 
June 2015. Approval of the minutes for November 9t\ 2015. 
Motion to move approval ofNovember Minutes to February. Klaseus/R. LeifMSC 8-0-0 

4. Public Comment: The public may speak on matters not on the agenda up to 2 minutes. 
Louise Torio- Thanked everyone who came to the Villa Montezuma on January 9th for 
it's quarterly opening. Over 200 people attended. 
Martha Zapata - Encouraged people to see Villa Montezuma at the next event in March. 
Chelsea Klaseus- Shared information on how to join the Southeastern San Diego 
Planning Group. Let people know about Circulate San Diego's event "How to Join Your 
Community Planning Group." 

5. Reports 
A. Elected Officials Staff Reports 

District 4: None. 

District 8: Martha Zapata- Mentioned the State ofthe City is January 13th at 6pm 

and to get there early if you want to attend. Talked about El Nino. Shared that the 

Smart Growth and Land Use Committee will be taking up the sell of the old Logan 

Heights Library and to attend to share opinion if anyone cares to do so. The meeting 
is January 20th at 2:00pm. 

District 9: Julio Rivera- Spoke about El Nino and if you see flooding to report it. 

Passed out newsletter. Mentioned the Martin Luther King Day of Service as well as 

an event giving away free smoke alarms in Mt. View and Mt. Hope. 

Representative from the office of Juan Vargas: None. 

B. City Departments 
Civic San Diego, Sherry Brooks - Civic San Diego is reapplying for HUD grant 

money. Also attending in support of the Jackie Robinson YMCA. 
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C. CPC Report. Presenter, Robert Leif- 1Oth update to Land Development Code. 

Discussed short term rentals in Encanto. They will now start getting a write up of 
motions before the minutes get sent out. 

D. Chairs Report- Declare that Erik Anderson's seat is vacant due to three consecutive 
absences. 

6. Consent Items 
A. Angled Parking Proposal for Harrison Avenue (Evans Street-Sampson Street 

(Sampson Street-Sicard Street) Matthew Schmidt TE. Assistant Traffic Engineer, 
City of San Diego Traffic Operations Klaseus/S. Leif MSC 8-0-0 

B. Angled Parking Proposal for Julian Avenue (Evans Street-Dewey Street) Filipe 
Avila-Zepede, Jr. Engineer-Civil, City of San Diego, Transportation & storm Water 
Dept. Transportation Engineering Operations Division. S. Leif/Klaseus MSC 8-0-0 

7. Information Items 
A. Climate Action Plan and sustainability goals. City project which proposes to install 

solar panels at 25 selected City facilities. James Chen and Bryan Olson from the City 
of San Diego Environmental Services Department presented and handed out copies of 

the Powerpoint presentation. There are two facilities in Southeastern San Diego that 
will be a part of Phase 1 of this project: Central Division Police Station Parking 

Garage and Mountain View Recreation Center. Robert Leif asked about solar failure 
backups at what the maximum output is of the panels. James said for Phase 2 they are 
looking into different types of back ups. Torn Fuller asked what percentage ofthe 

City is currently solar powered. James answered approximately 20%. Chelsea 

Klaseus asked what were the determining factors on locations and if Southeastern will 
be getting more in Phase 2. James answered that size and Council District are taken 
into considering. Reggie Womack asked about pricing. James said it will be a fixed 

price for 20 years and at the end of 20 years the three options are renegotiate a new 

contract, buy out the panels, give them back. The third party vendor is installing the 
panels at no cost to the City at a price that is cheaper than SDG&E. Steve Veach 

asked what the life of a solar panel is and James answered 25 years and decreases 
very slowly. At 20 years it will still hold 90% of the energy stored. Keryna Johnson 

mentioned that it would be great if charging stations were included. 

8. Action Items 
A. Pure Water, requesting group support, for a city Pure Water Program. 

Presenter, Ron Lacey City of San Diego Public Utilities Department. 
Motion was made to support the City of San Diego Pure Water Program. 
Veach/Klaseus MSC 7-0-1 (R. Leit) 

B. PTS 420960, Jackie Robinson YMCA 151 YMCA Way 
*Sustainable Building Expedite Program* Planned Development Permit Site 
Development Permit (amend Permit No. 98-0692), and Conditional Use Permit 



9. 
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(amend CUP No. 89-0874) (Process 4) to demolish a recreational facility and 
construct a new 63,896 SF recreation facility. The 6.2 Acre site is located in the 
Southeastern San Diego Community Planning Area and zoned Southeastern San 
Diego Planned District (SESDPD-MF-2000). Presenter: Hedy Levine REC 
Consultant and Michael Brunker, Director Jackie Robinson YMCA. 
Motion was made to support PTS Project 420960, Jackie Robinson YMCA. 
Veach/R. Leif MSC 8-0-0 

Adjournment (7:26pm) Thomas Fuller, Chair (619) 888-3242 
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City of San Diego 
Development Services 
1222 First Ave., MS-302 
San Diego, CA 92101 

THr Cn-o' or S.o.>o Q,cGO (619) 446-5000 

Ownership Disclosure 
Statement 

Approval Type: Check appropriate box for type of approval {s) requested: I Neighborhood Use Permil I Coastal Development Permit 

r Neighborhood Development Permit I Site Development Permit IX Planned Development Permit IX Conditional Use Permit 
I Variance I Tentative Map I Vesting Tentative Map I Map Waiver I Land Use Plan Amendment • I Other 

Proj oct Title PW9CityUse Only 

Jackie Robinson YMCA, Project No. 402960 I !PO 
Project Address: 

151 YMCA Way, San Diego, CA 92102 

Part 1- To be completed when property Is held by lndlvldual(s) I 
6:t: :ilgolng the 0\me~l:!lll QlsgQsure Sla!!lm!lnt. l!l!l Qlmer{s) agmowf!ld9!llb!!l an 2121lli~!lon fur a ll!lrmil mall or other mall~£. as ld!lntffled 
abolle, will !2!! filed wi!b !he Qlh! Qf ~an Ol!lgQ Q!l lb!l SU!)J!lclllr!!P!lrh!. willllh!lln!!lnllo r!lQord ao encurnbran~ ag!llns! lb!! J2rQg!lth!· Please list 
below the owner(s) and tenant{s) (if applicable) of the above referenced property. The list must Include the names and addresses of all persons 
who have an Interest In the property, recorded or otherwise, and state the type of property interest_{e.g., tenants who will benefit from the permit, all 
Individuals who own the property). A signature is required of at least one Qf !he grQilerty owners. Attach additional pages if needed. A signature 
froin the Assistant Executive Director of the San Diego Redevelopment Agency shall be required for all project parcels for which a Disposition and 
Development Agreement (DDA) has been approved I executed by the Cily Council. Note: The applicant Is responsible for notifying the Project 
Manager of any changes In ownership during the time the appficallon is being processed or considered. Changes in ownership are to be given to 
the Project Manager at least thirty days prior to any public hearing on the subject property. Failure to provide accurate and current ownership 

lofomoUoo "'"" re'"U 1o • doloy~od"!J pre""· 

Additional pages attached . es l No 

Name or matvtauaJ tiYPe or pnm): Flame olln1!tvtouai.Wpe or pnn!l: 

l Owner I TenanVLessee l Redevelopment Agency I Own_er ( TenanVLessee I Redevelopment Agency 

S!ree! Adaress: S!ree! AClilress: · 

CityJState/Zip: ChylStateJZip: 

Phone No: Fax No: Plione fiio: Fax No: 

Slgna!ure: Date: Slgna!ure: Dale: 

Name of Individual {type or print): Name of Individual {type or print): 

r Owner jTenanVLessee I Redevelopment Agency I O.•mer I TenanVLessee I Redevelopment Agency 

Street Address: Street Address: 

CltyJSlate/Zip: City/State/Zip: 

Phone No: Fax No: Phone No: Fax No: 

Signature: Date: Signature: Date: 

- ----- ----------· -- -

Printed on recycled paper. Visit our web s1te at www sandiego.govldevelogment-services 
Upon request, this information is available in alternative ro.mats for persons \•olith disabilities. 

DS-318 (5-05) --'---------------
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Project Title: 
Jackie Robinson YMCA Project No. 402960 

II Part II -To be completed when property Is held by a corporation or partnership 

Legal Status (please check): 

IX Corporation r- Limited Liability -or- I General) What State? __ Corporate Identification No. _____ _ 
I Partnership 

By signing the OWnership Disclosure Statement. the owner(s) acknowledge that an application for a permit. map or other matter. 
as Identified above. will be filed with the City of San Diego on the sublect property with the Intent to record an encumbrance agalnsl 
the property •• Please list below the names, titles and addresses of all persons who have an interest !n the property, recorded or 
otherwise, and stale the type of property interest (e.g., tenants who will benefi·l from the permit, all corporate officers, and aU partners 
In a partnership who own the property). A signature is required of at least one of the corporate officers or partners who own lhe 
property. Attach additional pages if needed. Note: The applicant is responsible for notifying the Project Manager of any changes In 
ownership during the lime the application is being processed or considered. Changes in ownership are to be given to the Project 
Manager at least thirty days prior to any public hearing on the subject property. Failure to provide accurate and current ownership 
information could result In a delay In the hearing process. Additional pages attached JXves I No 

Corporate/Partnership Name (type or print): Corporate/Partnership Name {type or pnnt): 
YMCA of San Diego and San Diego County 
IX Owner I TenanVLessee 1 Owner I TenanULessee 

Street Address: 
3708 Ruffin Road 
City/state!Zip: 
San Diego, CA 92123 
Phone No: Fax No: 
(858) 292-9622 

Name of Corporate Officer/Partner (type or print): 
· Bernie Porter 
Title (type or print): 
Senior Vice Presi~t & General Counsel 

Co~porate/Partnershlp Name (type or print): 

I Owner I TenanVLessee 

Street Address: 

City/Statetzip: 

Phone No: Fax No: 

Name of Corporate Officer/Partner (type or print): 

Title (type or print): 

Signature : Date: 

Corporate/Partnership Name (tYpe or pnnt}: 

I Owner I TenanVLessee 

Street Address: 

Clty/Statetzlp: 

Phone No: Fax No: 

Name of Corporate Oft1cer/Partrier (l)lpe or pnnt): 

Title (type or print): 

Signature : Date: 

Street Address: 

City/State/Zip: 

Phone No: Fax No: 

Name of Corporate Officer/Partner (type or print): 

Title (type or print): 

Signature : Date: 

Corporate/Partnership Name (type or print): 

J Owner J TenanVLessee 

Street Address: 

City/State/Zip: 

Phone No: Fax No: 

Name of Corporate Officer/Partner (type or print): 

Tille (type or print): 

Signature: Date: 

Corporate/Partnership Name (type or print): 

]Ovmer J TenanULessee 

Street Address: 

City/State/Zip: 

Phone No: Fax No: 

Name of Corporate Officer/Partner (type or print): 

Tille (type or print): 

Signature : Date: 

I 



YMCA of San Diego 
County 

2015-2016 
Board of Directors & 

Officers 

RALPH BARRY 
Chief Business Officer 
Aegis Therapeutics 

BOB BOLINGER 
Senior Vice Pres/Market Manager 
CBS Radio - San Diego 

JASON BOWSER 
Senior Vice President 
Union Bank 

LEON D. BROOKS 
Leon Brooks & Associates 

ROBERT K. BRUNING 
Partner 
Ernst & Young LLP 

EDWARD BRYANT 
Partner 
KPMGLLP 

BLAIR CANNON 
Vice President 
Bernstein Private Wealth 
Management 

JOHN CALABOTT A 
Investment Advisor 
Lee & Associates 

GLENN R. CARLSON 
YMCA Vice Chair 
Chief Executive Officer 
Brandes Investment Partners, LLC 

CARLOCETTI 
Senior Vice President (Retired) 
Jack In The Box 

FREDERICK W. CLOSE, M.D. 
Orthopedic Surgeon 

THOMAS E. DARCY 
YMCA Vice Chair 
Chief Financial Officer 
Tocagen, Inc . 

RONALD L. FERARRI 
Principal 
Bessemer Trust 

BILL GEPPERT 
Senior VP and General Manager 
(Retired) 
Cox Communications 

VERNON P. HAWKINS 
---~-Senior-V.ice-Fresident

Western Market 
Comerica Bank 

BARON HERDELIN
DOHERTY 
President & CEO 
YMCA of San Diego County 

KARLA C. HERTZOG 
CEO & Chairman 
Innovative Employee Solutions 

ARTHUR HIGHTOWER 
Director of Player Engagement 
San Diego Chargers 

MIKE HOOD 
YMCA Board of Governors Chair 
Senior Vice President 
California Bank & Trust 

GORDON JOHNS 
Partner (Retired) 
Deloitte & Touche 

AMOS JOHNSON, JR. 
Amos Johnson, Jr. Agency 

SAMANTHA JONES 
EVP and Division Manager 
Wells Fargo 

GREG KAMINSKY 
Vice President 
Toyota of El Cajon 

ALEX KIM 
Director Residential Se~ices 
San Diego Gas & Electric 

ERIC KLEIN 
Vice President, General Counsel 
and Secretary, 
Kyocera International, Inc. 

RODNEY N. LANTHORNE 
YMCA Vice Chair 
Vice Chairman (Retired) 
Kyocera International, Inc. 

JASON LEVIN 
President 
dos gringos 

JOHN MAGUIRE 
YMCA Board Chair 
President & COO 
Torrey Pines Bank 

PATRICIA MARTINEZ 
Director of Sales 
P&G Salon Professional 

G. MICHAEL M.A.RVEL 
CFO 
Solar Turbines, Inc. 

JACK Me GRORY 
La Jolla MJ Management, LLC 

SUSAN MERCURE, ESQ. 
Higgs Fletcher & Mack 

DANOGUS 
Executive Vice President & COO 
President, be.group Foundation 

CI-!RJSTOPHER 
PANNACCIULLI 
Sr. Vice President, Global 
Commercial Bank 
Bank of America Merrill Lynch 

RUBY RANDALL 

TRINDL REEVES 
YMCA Secretary 
Principal 
Barney & Barney, LLC 

JOHN SARKISIAN 
Vice Chairman 
SKLZ 

JONATHAN SCHEFF, M.D. 

PHILLIP SCHNEIDER 
Immediate Past Board Chair 
Schneider Bioscience Advisors 

TOBY SCHRAMM 
YMCA Treasurer 
Vice President 
Commercial Banking 
US Bank 

BRIAN SCOTT 
Chief Financial Officer 
AMN Healthcare 

KATHLEEN D. SCOTT 
Chief Financial Officer 
BioSurplus, Inc. 

JOSH SHERMAN 
Director of Marketing 
Hoehn Motors 

PAM SMITH 
Executive Director 
The Alex Smith Foundation 

ANNIE SO 
Chief Financial Officer 
EVG Enterprises 

KEN STEIN 
Chief Executive Officer (Retired) 
YMCA of East Valley 

JOHN STISKA 
Principal 
Regent Partners, LLC 

TOM STORY 
Tom Story Consulting, 

THOMAS W. SUDBERRY, JR. 
Chairman of the Board 
Sudberry Properties, Inc. 
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KEY YMCA STAFF: 

Strategy Team and 
Operations Team: 

Baron Herdelin-Doherty 
Steve Rowe 
Paul Sullivan 
Charmaine Gudgeon 
Shelly McTighe-Rippengale 
Bernie Porter 
Tina Williams 
Sue Ball 
Lisa D'Angelo 
Laurie Goganzer 
Tom Madeyski 
Kim Morgan 
Sarah Reese 
Rob Sauvajot 
Carolyn Woempner 

Executive Directors: 

Michael Brunker 
Lisa Norombaba 
Vince Glorioso 
Deanie Marin-Lucchesi 
Mark Thompson 
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?Herdelin-Dqherty, Baron \\PRESIDENT/CEO ;j 
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'JRowe, Step~en A. }\EXECUTIVE VP/COO f 
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ilSullivan, Paul C. ~EXECUTIVE VP/CFO & OPS (; 
:~.=;:;;.:::;;~;;;-..!j..·~;.:;;.·,-:-;.:c~-::->..J~7.;~o4,1l.J.~·~::.:r;;.·,~~._:.:.•:..=~~~--:o.l·.· r~;;\.:",~;:.·..:~,-:;:.·..::.~:.:.'...l:·::;:."!;: :i=::;;-:::;.:;:.:..."':;'.":",o:;~~;:;.-..::;>~:-.o:~.=.":::':::::;~:;:l~~:l:;.:~~~:;.-:,-=:r..;..o;:;;r-...;.;;;:;~~<::.:~;;:;;.;r;-~~~..=;;-.=;r:.;;;ur;;".::.7-:~~7~::;o::u·.:::::..1:;.~.::<~.::::.~tl;',,,,....,_ ,"_.:=;.uJc-..=~~;:l;::;..-:;:.~l;:';l\· 
::Granquist, John W. ;ilSR VICE PRESIDENT ·: 

:~~~=4~~~~:=:=~=~~=~:::-:~==~E~~~~~~'"'~~=~=====~J 
1,Mctighe-Rippengale, Michelle '~SR VICE PRESIDENT ::· 
;:::::-:.::.:.:-:::;."~~'•~=-;::;:~, .. ~:::.;:.~~~:...-::ll:::.~.';,~Jv.~.~.:n.'='•;:;.:r.:..-;:;:r..::::..~..:c:::.-..:: . .-:"<7.;":::::---r:-.~7:-:::.~::'"-(;· .. ":::::;-: ;.::.7:..•.:::::~: •• ::::.::.u-:t::::c-~~';~:r.:.:.~':\~:.:::••:fi:.::!.:;;r.,:.:;;.~t;-:z::::.~u.~:::.~";i;7,i:;:.~:ne.•:n::-J;.~;J7..;!~;-::-w.~,:;.;.;!,":;;::-.;;_>:;::-;:-~:-;=::.;::;-.;:::;-;~:."U:\~~;w.::.:r.:z.~:.:.;;;,.,";!:::,-::.::;;:.r:~.~~:.::::x:..::.:.:: .... .~:.-;.!-.:.T;r.;.•.:-;;::=..,:::-..-.-: .. :·:;,:.:::.::,t;·~~:zr 
}Porter Jr, B~rnard W. iiSR VICE PRESIDENT 1: 
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